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6.. T HE IMAGINAR Y THK KLALANDTH E EXEMPLARY HERMIT 

Robertoo Bellarmino's devotional method as set out in the Scala di yalire used visible nature as a 

ladderr to pass from the visible world to the invisible, from the physical to the metaphysical: and 

inn contemporary literature on the hermit, this topic of transcendance was equally common. Also 

Giovannii  Battista Passeri's description of Lanfranco's works from the Camerino degli Lremiti 

echoedd this concept of ascension, but then through the means of painting. He stressed the artist's 

abilityy to depict landscapes - nowadays littl e appreciated1 - and hinted at the functionality of 

paintedd nature in relation to the saintly figures. According to Passeri. the landscapes were to 

transportt the viewer from his real surroundings to another reality, namely that of the staffage: 

Hee painted in them some holy hermits living in solitary and savage places, and he 

representedd those deserts as being so mountainous, horrid and disastrous, that they 

containedd in that horridness so much loveliness that in looking at them, the viewers would 

bee invited to transport themselves to this slope to enjoy such charming loneliness, and 

althoughh he always seemed to have littl e inclination towards landscape, these he did with 

soo much taste and flavour that they were worthy o[ imitation/ 

Passeri'ss description presupposed the knowledge of Bellarmino's method of prayer: through 

regardd of the landscape one was invited to follow in the footsteps of the hermits placed in them. 

Whilee according to the religious treatise, nature was a means of aspiring to the level where the 

saintss lived by following the path they had pointed out. according to the chronicler of Roman 

paintingg the visual example was supposed to result in the same ascent that had been described in 

words.. In short. Lanfranco's works helped cardinal Odoardo to elevate his thoughts to the Creator 

hiddenn in nature thanks to the example of the hermits depicted in them. The figures and the 

landscapess were interrelated components: while nature should result in the viewer's identification 

withh solitary saints, the staffage taught one how to regard nature as the stairway to heaven. 

Passeri'ss ckphrasis also indicated the reality oï solitary religious life. Seated within the 

Camerinoo degii Lremiti. the cardinal should identify himself with, and even turn into, a 

temporaryy hermit by regarding and contemplating the landscape-depictions. This implies on the 

onee hand, that lif e as a hermit belonged to the range of possibilities for the Sciccnto-obscncv. but 

Inn recent discussions of landscape-painting in the ( 'arraeci-cireles Lanfranco is barel\ mentioned: see for example 
l.'itivak'l.'itivak' classicu 1962. Salerno I077-197K vol.1, pp.61-63. Whitfield 1988. pp.73-95 and Bjurström 200:. 

Passerii  1678 1905. p.MO: 'Dipinse in quelli alcuni SS. Lremiti habilanti in luoghi solitary, e sekaggi e rapresento 
quellii  deserti eosi alpestri. orridi. e disastrosi che eontenevano in quella horride/./a tanta amenita <-!v in vederü 



onn the other, it also suggested that this was not truly serious option. In fact, the depiction of' 

hermitss in art in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century touches upon a paradoxical 

relationn between ideal and reality that was triggered by the Council of Trent. 

Imagess of hermits 

Throughoutt the history of art. paintings of hermits were more than a reminder of a historical 

ideal;; they referred to a reality that persisted from the early Christian era until well into the 

seventeenthh century.3 Anchorite and eremetic strategies were not uniform; over the course of 

historyy a large variety of solitary existences developed in various regions, which is partly 

reflectedd in the terminology. The basic element, however, consisted in the distance from human 

societyy - the word hermit was derived from the Greek epnfiaCüx which means 'to be left lonely', 

whichh in Latin became eremos\ anchorite comes from avax<upéü) that can be translated as 'to go 

away,, to withdraw1.4 This solitary existence was in the Christian tradition accompanied by ascetic 

formss of penitence and the perpetual dedication to prayer.~ The combination of the two would 

leadlead to a purification of the heart, and an ascent of the soul to its Creator. 

Thee first Christian hermits could he encountered in the first centuries AD., as far as 

hagiographicc accounts confirmed, in the zone of upper Egypt called the Thebaid. The image of 

Saintt Anthony Abbot devised in the fourth century by Athanasius proved a model for most later 

solitaryy monks.6 Main characteristics of his biography consisted in the radical conversion, the 

extendedd period of penitence in the l ;gypn an desert in total isolation from the world, earning a 

livingg by means of humble work, and the continuous study of the Bible resulting in the fervent 

defencee of the Faith against heretics. Demons played an important role in these stories, 

functioningg as a symbolic representation of the hermit's struggle against his own innate sins.' 

Otherr possible forms of desert lif e also sprang up in these first centuries, such as stylites or pillar-

saints,, and gyrovagi or itinerant devout.8 These other forms of solitary devotional life were, 

however,, not widely followed in the European context. 

invitavanoo li riguardanti a portarsi a quella balza per godere cosi soavi soiitudini. c benche egli sia sempre comparso 
conn non mo] to genio al tar Paesi dipinse quelli con tanto gusto c sapore che si rendevano degni di essere imitati.' 
!! Sec Ost tc>71. p.20-26 for a discussion of the relation between reality and painting of hermits. 
11 lor the modern definition of'hermit', see I.ThK 1W-2001 vol.3. col.557 and TRE 1977-present. vol.?i. pp. 1 52-
153;; for the definition of anchorite, see I.ThK 1993-2001 vol.], col.572. 
**  DS 1937-1994 vol.1, cois.936-1 0 10. L'l'hK 1993-2001 vol.1, cols. I 074-1083. !1U 1977-present. vol.4, p.195-235 
andd Angenendt 1997, p.55-68. 
11 See Athanasius of Alexandria 1994. 'Introduction', and Bartelink 1993. pp.26-39. 

Onn demons in early Christianity, see Angenendt 1997. pp.85-88. 
**  On stylites, see DS 1937-1994 vol.14. coLs. 1267-1 275 and I.ThK 1993-2001 vol.9, col.1 065: on gyrovagi see LThK 
1993-20011 vol.4, cols. 1 122-1 124, Kor the definitions according to church-law, see Dicfionnane ik> droit cununique 
1935-19655 vol.5. cols.4 I 7-420. 
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Duee to diverse natural, cultural and political circumstances, the adoption of the anchorite 

lifestylee in Furope during the early and high Middle Ages resulted in significant changes to its 

form.""  The most important new requirement was that of organisation and supervision, and for that 

reasonn solitary religious were constrained to accept the coenobite, or (in modern terms) monastic 

lifestyle/'' They had to follow a written rule, and were subject to an elected prior, a general or 

otherr forms of institutional control. From devout laymen, who stood at the hasis of the anchorite 

movement,, the hermit was turned into a monk. 

Duringg the eleventh and twelfth centuries, new eremitic movements sprang up all over 

hurope.. especial!) in France and Italy.1! Stories abounded about monks who were unsatisfied 

withh the laxity of their communal life, the accumulation of riches spoiling devotional zeal, and 

lavv men who abhorred the traditional monastic context for its deprivation. This alt led to a crisis 

andd subsequent renewal in tnonasticism/'" It also meant that aside from the positive choice for 

strictt isolation and contemplation ihat had informed the early forms of anchorite life, it often 

sprangg from negative feelings about the existing situation, whether this was directed against 

societyy at large or at the Church as an institution. In this same period, a noteworthy increase in 

hermit-iconographyy - for example the depiction of Saint Jerome in the desert, which played such 

ann important role in the development of the genre of landscape - showed the general interest in 

andd recognition of this religious phenomenon.'1 

Somee individual eases of hermits led to public recognition of their role in society as a 

morall  example, and this was reflected in the arts. In early fourteenth-century Pisa, a funeral 

monumentt was erected in the Campo Santo for Giovanni C'ini. which expressed the popular 

reverencee for this holy hermit: fresco-painting was used to represent his edifying solitary life to 

thee contemporary viewer, Shortly afterwards, between 1330 and 1345. the original pictorial 

embellishmentt around the tomb was extended to the entire wall, offering the viewer a sample 

sheett of virtues and religious zea! to be imitated (tig.92).' Not bv chance, this Thcbaid'. in the 

formm of an ample landscape, was situated adjacent to representations of death overcoming three 

'' DS 1937-19<)4 vol.4. cols. 9581. 
|!'' 'Coenobite' comes from the Greek koivof'ho,: which mean-' l iving in communi ty monaster)1. This diversification 
herweenn jodiian, and ^.oiniiiujiai religious life had begun in the Egyptian desert; Baehl 1975 discussed this process as 
aa chronologic succession from eremiiism to cenohiti>m. On the other hand, this has however been reconsidered as 
twoo a l te rna tes that onK in the course of the fourth and tilth centuries became considered as rivalling possibilities; 

seee Rousseau 1978. pp.33-55-67. 
''' See MM 19X0-1999 vol .1 , cols.566-567 and vol.3. col.2 I 29. 
"" See Dall'eremu ui cenobio I987.p.48-51 and Jcstiee I 997. p. I 4 1-1 5 1. 

MM See Junubhit 1967 op 167f Meiss !<>71. Ridderbos 1984. pp.63-73. Ru.s.so 1987. and Wiebei )98K for the relation 
betweenn the iconographv of Jerome in the desert and the social and religious context of the twelfth century 



soldiers,, the Last Judgement and Hell, as the ending of earthly life. This juxtaposition between 

thee two frescoes implied that the life of the hermit was a victory over death because, by 

ascendingg the stairway to heaven with the help of prayer, the soul could not die. 

Suchh a positive image of the hermit was also constructed in contemporary literature.1" In 

thee years between 1320 and 1340. contemporary to the fresco in the Campo Santo, in the same 

townn of Pisa, new translations into the vernacular were made of the stories of the Desert Fathers 

byy the Dominican friar Domenico Cavalca.16 These were originally intended as sermons, but 

weree also widely read by the laity. Another writer in this field was the Franciscan Angelo 

Gareno,, who translated the Scala Paradisic an ascetic devotional treatise probably written in the 

sixthh century by the Greek monk Giovanni Climaco; this text was often accompanied by 

hagiographicc accounts of hermits.17 These popularisations resulted in an even more heightened 

sensee reality of the lif e as solitary' saint. The hermit became a widely known figure, leading to 

widespreadd imitation in reality and the arts. 

Inn most cases this medieval anchorite movement led to the foundation of new orders, or in 

otherr cases to the reform of existing ones in accordance with solitary ideals; this meant the 

encapsulationn of the potentially scgregational movements within the body of the church. The 

Augustiniann hermits were formed by the forced congregation of individual hermits; in this case 

thee arts helped to construct an image of the supposed 'founder'; their contemplative ideal wa.i 

howeverr replaced by a mendicant rule.lsl In other instances, an identifiable founder attracted 

followers,, which led to the foundation of a new monastic institution. In these circumstances, the 

artss and literature sketched out an image of the founder in solitary retreat, such as in the case of 

Saintt Francis and Saint Romualdr 

Apartt from triggering iconographic changes, this renewal of the anchorite lif e also led to 

thee creation of specific architectural conditions for the solitary life. Depending on the order, the 

'monks'' lived in separate cells around a communal cloister (the Cistercians and Carthusians) or 

; '' Cailmann 1975. Frojmovie 1989 and Will e 2002, p.49-5 v 
""  Wcinstcin Bell 1994. pp. 153-1 55. 
1,11 On Cavalca. see DBS 1960-prcsent.vol.22. pp.577086. MM 1980-1999 vol.2, pp. 1 588-1589. t"ailmann 1975. and 
Wiebell  1988. p.21. 
rr For Climacus and his Scala Paradisi. see Martin 1954. I.dM 1980-1999 vol.5, pp.585-586. and Gribomont I960 
forr the translation by ("'1 areno. 
M Ostt 1971. p.21. 
""  Hansen 1995. 

Forr the Franciscan and Camaklolese orders, see the entries in the MM 1980-1999. and Anson 1964; for the 
changess in the monastic landscape and its relation to the heremitical movement, see i'v rem it is mo in Occidcntc 1965. 
Seee I.evser 1984. p.29f on the renewal of the heremitie life hy Saint Komnald. For the early iconography of Saint 
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the>> had then own individual 'hermitage within a walled-in compound, and only gathered in the 

adjacentt church for the celebration oï the Mass (the Camaldolese)."" In each case, the 

architecturall  setting was devised to sustain the concepts of isolation and contemplation, which 

formedd the basis of the anchorite ideal that these orders sought to revive within the limitations of 

monasticc regulation. 

CinquecentoCinquecento realities of solitary lif e 

Att the heginning of the sixteenth century, social upheavals, war. bad harvest and diseases led to 

renewedd inspiration on the ideals of desert saints. It is significant that again in this ease, as it had 

beenn in the Middle Ages, the positive choice was overshadowed b> negative reasons, firstly, 

peoplee were deeply dissatisfied with laxity of life within the existing Orders, which led. for 

example,, to the creation of the Capuchin Order as a corrective movement within the I raneisean 

family.""  Many other Orders were incapable, as a result of the fundamental critique expressed b\ 

thee Reformation, to reflect upon a new direction, as the basis of regular life was called into 

doubt."'' Secondly, financial and social barriers lo enter a religious Order could lead to hermitism: 

whenn financial requirements or a problematic past prohibited a person from taking the habit, 

anchoritee status was the only alternative. As a result, the phenomenon of the unassociated hermit, 

nott bound to a Rule by means of monastic vows, was more common in the sixteenth century than 

inn earlier times. It also took more time to reincorporate these subversive movements, as the 

Catholicc response to the Reformation was formulated only after I 545 at the Council of Trent. 

Sociall  criticism played a conspicuous role in the image of the hermit around 1500. A 

personn refused admittance to a monastic institution would direct his wrath towards the institution 

off  the Church: monks zealous for regular reform would criticise the institution for its slowness in 

introducingg regular observance."1 This kind oï hermit was the most visible, as the}  expressed 

theirr discontent in public, mostly in the form of prophecies about the coming end of the world -

or.. on the other hand, would tell their audience the story of their own sinful past and penitence as 

Francis,, sec kaftal 1952. cols.469-500. kaftal 1965. cols.385-414. LCI 1968-1976 vol.6, cols.295-296. Fleming 
1982.. and TreHers 1991. pp.4d-5 I: tor the iconoaraphv of Saint Romuald. see /K 1 9M -! Q7Q y.>!.9. co !075 -84 

Onn {. istcreienser architecture, see Dictiona/v of Art 1996 \nl.7, pp.346-353. esp. pp. >50-35 1. and lergusson lc>84. 
pp.pp. ^-2 > (MI the relation between their Rule and the form of their monasteries for the Carthusians, ^ee Dictionary of 
UtUt 1996 vol.5, pp.893-896 and Hrauntels 1980; for the architecture o\ the Camaldolese sec Bossi Ceratti l<W. 

: :: Helyot 172) vol.7. pp.164-180. Pohladura 1947, DIP 1974-1997 vol.2, cols.203-220. 
'' On the critique upon the monastic tradition in the Reformation, see Jedin 1966 vol.2, pp..160-297. Jedin 1949-1975 

vol.4.2.. pp.1 72-175. Rice 1985. p. 139. and Partridge 1995. pp. 149-150. and 'On monastic vows' bv Martin l.uther. in 
Luiherr i 966. 
: ;; Sensi 1992. 
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ann example."' This turned the anchorite into a critic of society as a whole. 

Accountss from the late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth centuries mentioned the appearance 

off  itinerant hermits going around predicting the end of the world, urging people to repent."1^1 In a 

poemm on the signs of nearing the end, one hermit was identified with the Old Testament prophet 

Elijahh for reasons of appearance as well as his sudden disappearing: 'An old hennit with a lunti 

beardd and hair goes crying 'peace, peace' through Rome, then when he pleases, invisibly, he goes 

away,, and many firmly believe that he is Elijah.'27 Other prophetic hermits dressed in accordance 

withh the iconography of Saint John the Baptist or other desert Fathers, to add more weight to their 

divinee inspirations and their call for penitence. It even led to ascribing saintly powers to people 

dressedd in this way. This phenomenon was most effective with the lower classes in society, as a 

Romann diary of 1485 explicitly mentioned that 'the men of wealth esteem these things, but 

withoutt the intemperance of the common people." Such solitary and itinerant persons 

encounteredd in diaries were not always real hermits; for example, Franciscan or Capuchin friars 

weree often referred to as 'hermits'. 

Byy the middle of the sixteenth century, public opinion began to turn against these figures: 

referencess to itinerant hermits illustrate the opprobrium of the people for their poor and dirty 

appearance.. Even more important is the fact that the subversive element in the image of the 

hermit,, the individual call for penitence and the implicit critique of the ecclesiastical authorities 

weree considered anticlerical, and a threat to society and the institution of the Catholic Church in 

particular.""  The way out of religious turmoil that they represented, by turning their backs on 

corruptedd human society alike became unacceptable, and unworthy of imitation. This type of 

hermitt had become an anti-social and almost devilish character. Appropriate action should be 

takenn against them, predominantly by ecclesiastical authorities, which had been called b\ the 

Tridentinee Council to control and supervise all forms of religious life in their diocese. As a result. 

thee unassociated and unprocessed hermit became a persona non grata. 

''''''  Nobile 1984. 
:""  Niccoli 1990. pp.91-98. 

Niccolii  1990. pp,93-94. citing Memona delli nnvi segui el spaventusi prodigii, s.d.s.I.. tol. I\: ' I n antico romitto 
Cumm barba longa e chiona. Ya gridando per Roma- 'pace, pace' poi quando che li place invisihil va via e multi ch'e! 
siaa F-Jia eredon fenno.' 

Dee Vascho. // diario di del (a citta di Roma, cited after Niccoli 1990. p.96; 'gli huomini da bene stimavano queste 
cosee ma nou con tanta vehemenza come il volgo'. On the public image of sanctin and ascetic practices in relation to 
class,, see also Weinstein Bell 1994. pp.2 10-2 fl . 

Onn the use of the hermit as anticlerical tvpe in Ariui>to'> OrLtndo h'urioso. see Mayer 199 v p ?S7 

~>> I n 



Thee case of Fra Pelagio 

Underr pressure from ecclesiastical authorities and secular governments, around the middle of the 

sixteenthh century individual hermits were \\atched-o\er closely and. if necessary, their behaviour 

wass corrected. In 1559. troubles revolving around an independent hermit living in Rome led to 

juridicall  steps, of which the court-case records offer an interesting example of how popular 

reverencee for these solitary men contrasted with institutional action raised against them. This case 

alsoo reveals which elements of solitary life had become unacceptable to the ecclesiastical 

Thee particular hermit who was sequestered, fra Pelagio. lived as a recluse behind Saint 

Peter'ss on the Vatican Hill in the middle of the sixteenth century this was still a largely 

uninhabitedd spot and he was interrogated in a preliminars police-hearing.1 He told his 

interrogatorss that he was a child born out of the illegitimate affair of a married woman from 

("osenza.. After a period in his life which he only referred to as a time of luxury, he went to live 

nearr Vicen/a. where he took the habit of a hermit and changed bis name into Ira Pelagio. from 

theree he wandered through Italy and France, made a pilgrimage to the cave of the Magdalene at 

St.. Maximin. and proceeded to Barcelona in Spain. There he claimed to have been living in the 

palacee of the future archbishop. Jacob Cassador. and subsequently at the monastery of Sor Maria. 

Cassadors'' mother. During the following sojourn in Valencia he received protection from the 

influentiall  Francisco Borja. 

Ultimatelyy in 1545 he returned to his native Cosenxa. There he dwelled on the Monte 

Cucuzzo.. where his prophetic and healing gifts came to the fore. This attracted a 'pupil', whom he 

adopted,, and renamed Fra Serva Maria.11 When he finally returned to Rome altera failed attempt 

too visit the Holv band, his first dwelling was at the Porta Portese. a desolated area where 

accordingg to his testimony 'they throw garbage and dead horses'. He also lived for a while in the 

palacee olThe Cardinal Du Bellay in the Borgo.," 

Afterr the death of Julius III Del Monte, he built himself a dwelling - probably a kind of 

shackk or recluse behind Saint Peter's with the financial and practical help of many high-ranked 

persons,, both ecclesiastics and nobles. These persons frequented him in the years preceding 1559. 

askingg his advice on spiritual a> well as political matters. The names mentioned by Pelagio 

lorr a modern account of This process, sec Cohen 19(>2: the acts o\' this process arc to be found in ASR. 
(iovcrnatore.. Tribunale Criminale. Proces-a ( \ \ I see.) h.48 caso 14. toi.673t. 

 Cohen 1992. p.2.vv 
'' Cohen 1992. p.2>5. 
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includee the Colonna family, harone Giuliano Cesarini. the CaratTa. Lippomani, and even bishops 

andd regulars, and even a Jesuit Father called Barbadilla.3" These people he told prophecies like 

thee coming death of the reigning pope, and claimed that the new pontiff would grant him a 

cardinal'ss hat; he cured visitors or advised them on spiritual and practical matters. 

Althoughh Fra Pelagio's prophetic pretensions and increasing popularity might seem to be 

thee cause of this legal action, it was another aspect that explains the interest of the clerics in his 

case.344 In his testimony, it was explicitly mentioned that although he took the habit of a hermit, 

hee did not conform to any Rule or accept Holy Orders from the appropriate ecclesiastical 

authorities.. He thus did not have any supervision, institutional context or spiritual regulation to 

obey.. In various testimonies this was explained in connection with Communion - by some 

witnessess it was stated that he had not been going to church or receiving the consecrated Host, 

andd one said that he outright refused to receive it, or go to Mass. When these persons had asked 

himm about this, he started to insult them, fulminating against the institution of the Church, and 

callingg them names. ^ 

Interestinglyy enough, other witnesses declared exactly the opposite: they were of the 

opinionn that the spiritual innocence of Fra Pelagio exempted him from these obligations. The 

importantt fact is that most people in this group, clearly in favour of the hermit, were monks: a 

Hieronvmiiee friar and the already mentioned Jesuit Barbadilla. It must have heen the tatter's 

commitmentt to Ira Pelagio that aroused the suspicion of Society's general Laincv, and led to the 

preliminaryy hearing laid down in these acts. 

Inn the light of regular reforms, it must be concluded that the latter aspects were the 

particularr interest of the authorities, rather than the fact that he had foretold the future. During his 

testimonyy Pelagio repeatedly swore obedience, submission and loyalty to the Church, which 

almostt reads as an alternative monastic vow. The reason for Lainez and two other Jesuits to 

followw the tracks of Fra Pelagio was founded on the very aspect of his heretical beliefs 

""  Cohen 1992. p.236. listing contacts of Kra Pelagio with Dominicans. I heatines. and other religions. 
; :: Cohen 1992 erroneously supposed that Pelagio was questioned about his prophecies on the death of the pope. 
whereass this aspect played only an insignificant role in the written acts. 
;; 1'or example in ASR. Governatore, Tribunale Criminaie. Proeessi (XVi see.) h.48 fol.595r-v: 'lit p[crjchc haveva 
intesoo da m[esscr] Jacomo Mercoiani altarista ehe cura de sacramenti. die costui non si comunicava et die no udi\a 
messa,, io andai da lui eö questa intentione a trovarlo la in quella easa. per intendere da lui come si governava in no 
pigiiarr sacramento et no odir messa. ... io nó mi rieordo bene, ma mi pare che mi dieesse che io ero putuos ad 
interrogarloo di queste cose et eominció a gridare, et mi rieordo che quasi co'spirito profettieo cominciö a voltarsi 
versoo la chiesa et disse questa Babiionia sedestruera un giorno. vera Lino che 1'estirpara et altre parole simile eontro la 
chiesaa santa.' See also Cohen 1992. p.23.v The case of 1 ra Pelagio also relates to mental illness which in this period 
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concerningg the Sacraments. As mentioned in the acts, the Jesuit Father Babadiila often had been 

frequentingg Pelagic, and might have considered leaving his Order to associate himself with the 

independentt recluse. This would have turned a regular Catholic into a potential apostate. It was 

outt of fear of this that Lainez handed the case over to the secular juridical authorities. How it 

ended,, however, is not known as a regular court case did not ensue, probably because it was more 

aa case for the ecclesiastical authorities than a worldly court. As the example of Ira Pelagio 

illustrated,, individual hermits violating the new Tridentine decrees on observance of the Rule and 

spirituall  supervision ran the risk of transgressing the strict rules un religious conduct." For this 

reason,, these forms of religious life were suppressed in the latter part of the ('inque cento. 

l)e-historicisingg the hermit 

Still ,, the figure of the hermit remained a familiar sight on the streets of Italian cities, and a 

popularr subject in the arts, in the Vocabolario dcgli Accademici della Cru.sca. a Florentine 

linguisticc project initiated around the middle of the sixteenth century but not published until 

1612.. the explanation of the words 'Romito' and 'Lremita'. were identical in significance, and 

reflectedd the general contemporaneous reality of the hennit: 

JJ Rl.MKA. From eremo. Hermit, man. who lives in the desert. Gr[eek] cpuirnc which is 

translatedd in Latfin] eremita, solilarius. (i.V.2.4.5. And in a vision he saw a saintly 

hermit.' ' 

Thee entry on the synonym 'romito' simply referred back to 'eremita'. but the word 'Romitaggio'. 

i.e.. hermitage, was wryly explained as 'the place where hermits live'. ^ From these examples and 

definitionss it can be gauged that the hermit was a contemporary figure who did not break with the 

historicall  past; in fact, it suggests that the hermits were perceived in the early Baroque as 

identicall  to their predecessors of the first centuries AI) . 

wass considered as a form of divine infusion; see Foueault !()75 pp.45-46: tor the relation between signs of holiness 
andd psychological characteristics, see the case-study on Ignatius of Loyola in Vleissner 1992. 
;;; A similar case is that of Fra Ludovico di Monte Faito in Calabria: after gaining fame as hermit and itinerant 
preacherr in the 1570s. he was accused of demonic possession and imprisoned in 1586 in the Certosa in Naples. In 
1588.. he was transferred to Rome to be questioned by the Congregazione del Sanf Uffizio. One of the important 
accusationss against him was that of sacramental error' he ;i<1\ ked people to confess in front of an image, thereby 
ignoringg the function of the priest. Apart from this, Fra Ludovico had also gathered a number of disciples uho had 
swornn obedience to him. probably without an\ ecclesiastic appro\al of a regular Rule or his position as 'prior'. 
Anotherr accusation raised against him concerned sexual promiscuity with these disciples In contrast to Pelagio. 
Ludovicoo was found guilty by the religious court and imprisoned for the rest of his life. See Sallmann 1996. pp.237-
2477 for this case. 

VocabolarioVocabolario degli Accademici della Cru.sca 1612. p.317: 'FRFMILA. da Fremo. romito. huotno. e he vive 
nell  I'eremo. (jr. 'ermites' che vien traslatato in lat.*  eremita. solitarius G.V 2.5.4.1-". in \isione vide uno santo eremita.' 
;vv Vncahnlann rfeyji Accad-jmici ck'iki Crusca !6 I 2. p.734: 'ROMl'[ORK). Luogc. duvc abltano i romiti.' 
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Contemporaryy paintings conveyed an analogous message of timelessness, Gugtielmo 

Sirleto'ss iconographic programme for the Stanza delia Penitenza in Caprarola was based upon 

thiss particular view of historicity."v He had corresponded with and certainly knew personally 

Cardinall  Cesare Baronio. the leading figure in the emerging field of ecclesiastical history'; and 

Sirletoo was one of the main Roman exponents of the programme of ecclesiastic and monastic 

renewal.400 He linked historical awareness to the Tridentine reforms of the Catholic church, 

accordingg to which the early Christian past was the example on which the present should be 

remodelled.. One of the recommendations of the twenty-fifth session of the Council had been that 

inn monasteries 'the ancient and regular discipline may be the more easily and promptly 

restored.'411 The use of the words 'ancient' and 'regular' in this phrase signified that not merely the 

writtenn Rules, but the historical foundations, the first version of these rules, should be taken to 

heart.. Books on church history were thus not meant to be a description of time gone by; these 

weree to revivify the spiritual ideal to which the regulars should return. " In ecclesiastical 

historiographyy since Trent, the chronological progression of time was subservient to Catholic 

ideology. . 

Ann important example of a chronological discussion of the anchorite ideal in the service 

off  regular observance was closely related in time and context to the two Stanze in Caprarola: the 

HistoriarumHistoriarum Camaldulensium of 1575. which discussed the background and history of the 

Camaldolesee Order. The author Agostino Fortunio belonged to this Order, the Rules of which had 

reintroducedd the anchorite ideal within the context of a monastic institution on the basis of the 

Benedictinee Rule.41 However, the Camaldolese Order had only been founded in the twelfth 

centuryy and needed to point out the direct relation between their own Rule and the eremetic lif e 

off  earlv Christianity. To defend this position with historical arguments. Fortunio discussed the 

historyy of monasticism. and positioned the Camaldolese as direct heirs to the desert Fathers. In 

otherr words, there was a direct link between past and present, as there was between hermit and 

monk.. Fortunio used the etymology of the word 'monk' to prove this: 'The Greek word for monk 

iss (mó TOD uovdCKiw which means living life in solitude.' 

Afterr an exposition on the Vestalian Virgins and the Nazarenes. the introductory chapters 

v'' Den/ler 1%4. pp..>2. 145. 
4""  On the contacts between Sirleto and Raronio and the latter's involvement in ecclesiastical history, see Denzier 
1964.. pp.32. 64 66. Jedin 1949-1975 \ol .2. pp.VJgoW. Cochrane 11>8 1. p 459 and Partridge 1995.D.15I. 
4ii Waterworth 1848.p.237. hor regular observance, see Jedin 1966 vol.2, pp.360-361. and Fois 1979. 
t :: See Jedin 1978. pp.33-48 and Cochrane 1981. pp.445-478 for the Counter-Reformation and the emerging 
professionn of ecclesiastical historians, for the role of Cesare F^aronio. see Pullapiily 1975. 
1;; On the Camaldolese Order and its specific interpretation of the solitary life, see OS 1937-1994 \ol.2. cofs.50-60. 
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off  the Ilisioriarum Cunnildulensiutu examined the Ci\mno:>ophists. Hyperboreans. Druids and 

Ksseness as pagan forerunners of the Christian tradition - the groups in the four roundels in the 

Stanzaa della Solitudinc."0 Fortunio eontinued with a chapter on the origins of monastic lite in the 

exampless of Rlijah and Saint John the Baptist, predecessors of Christ; then he went on to discuss 

thee first monastic communities formed in Hcypt. and stated that from the hiding-place ot the 

EremoEremo the first communities of monks, bishops, pastors and indeed the entire ecclesiastic 

communityy had come forth.4*  Desert-fathers were thus the founders of the first coenobite 

communities:: and from this basis, the various religious orders sprang up. This facilitated the 

Camaldolesee monks to take these hermit-saints as exemplars for their own life, and copy the 

historicall  ideal to their own practice. In doing so. they annihilated the historical changes that had 

occurredd in monastic life since the sixth century. Regarding this theme in relation to the two 

Stan/e.. the subject of the iconography of the Stanza della Solitudine preceded that of the Stan/a 

dellaa Pcnitenza; Christ as the centre of the former was related to the Cross in the latter room. But 

thee iconography within the rooms was governed by a will to return to the spiritual idea!. In this 

sense,, the influence of Tridentine concepts of history, as expressed in Fortunio's book, also 

influencedd the decoration at Caprarola. 

Nott only does the text of the Historiarum ('amaldulensium show striking similarities with 

thee iconography in the two Stanze, there are also arguments that relate its author to the circle of 

Alessandroo Farnese. Fortunio belonged to the Camaldolese Order of which Alessandro Farnese 

becamee cardmalprotector in 1565 after the death of his brother. Cardinal Ranuccio Farnese 

(1530-11 565).4' it is plausible that direct contacts existed between the Camaldolese and the 

IcttcrultIcttcrult at Farnes.e's court. possibK e\en directly between fortunio and Panvinio,4 The 

HistoriarumHistoriarum ('amaidoiefisium documented the interpretation of early Christian history both as a 

continuationn of the classical era. and as a moment in time, which represented a timeless ideal. It 

""  Fortunio 1575. p. 13: Monachns greee dicitur rou uovuCiav. quod est in solitudinc vita degere.' 
''"''"  ! ortunio 1575. pp. 15-21 discussed the 'lirachmanarum, seu Saltnoneorum Gymnosophislarum apud Indies 
Druidumm apud Gal los Saccrdotum Augypti Essenorum apud ludeos Magorum apud Persas Sacrosancta 
Nazareorumm Yirginum Vestalium apud Romanos.' 
tff Eortunio 1575. p.27: 'Quod factum est divina dementia at Monastieus ordo. qui magis deprimi posse videretur. 
aequee magis etiam atq: eliam spendeseere coeperit. & caput aliius attolieree. Quod videlicet ex E remis. Monachorüq: 
eogreuationibuss Episcopi. atq: animarum Pastores legi. acciriq: eoepti sunt, qui vel etiam iiuitissimi ad nmn^ 
aniplioress gradus. dignitatesq: Ecclesiae per longissima annorum curricula eveherentur.' 
'' fortunio 1 575, p.3 1 1 mentioned Ranuccio Farnese. in his annals of I 557: 'Per eos diem cum in fatis conce^i.-^et 
Robertuss Pueius Gardinalis Ordinis Protector. Raynutius Eamesius tituli s. Angeli Pr&->b>ler Cardinalis. <k sumnuis 
poenitêtiariuss Camaldulèses accepeat in elientelam.' Mittarelli 1764 vol S. p.124-125 described how Alessandro was 
askedd by the Camaldolese Order to replace Ranuccio as protector in 1565 
'^^ For [''ortunio. in secular called Agostino Eiorentino. see DBl 1960-present. vol,49. p.256-257 and Cochrane 1981. 
p,444-4:>(j;; tor Alessandro l-arnese's protectorate over the Camaldolese Order which started in 1 565 after the death ot 
hiss brother cardinal Ranuccio, ^ee Mittareüi ! 76J vol.8. pp. 124-125 



wass written to serve as the basis fur spiritual and monastic reform in the late sixteenth century: 

thee aim was a revival of the historical ideal in the present and therefore an abolition of time. In 

thee Stanza della Penitenza. the informed viewer should relate these past examples to his own 

religiouss reality, and take the abstinence and penitence practiced by the hermits as inspiration for 

hiss own spiritual ascent. The old anchorite examples were relived in the present, and painting 

facilitatedd this goal. 

Thee room at Isola del Liri which repeated the idea of the Capraroia Stanza della 

Penitenza,, used another device to convey the same message of the timelessness of the eremitic 

ideal.. In this Stanza, the saints had been deprived of their attributes and therefore were made 

anonymouss and de-historicised.49 Around 1600, the series of penitent saints ordered by Federico 

Borromeoo from Paul Bril indicated another 'actualisation' of the theme with the same device. The 

panelss executed by Bril copied almost literally the compositions engraved by Sadeler after the 

designss from Maertcn de Vos, except for the omission of the characteristic attributes of the 

saints.'00 for example, Saint Anthony Abbot was 'robbed' of his littl e piglet and the bell, and thus 

off  his identity. Through the absence of historical distance the actuality of these solitary religious 

figuress was emphasised. They were recognisable as hermits by their dress, attire, and setting, but 

remainedd nameless, and were thus open to identification by the onlooker. How did these 'realities' 

comparee to the repression of real hermits from the late sixteenth century onwards? 

Afterr the close of the Tridentine Council, a phenomenon comparable to the encapsulation 

off  anchorite movements in the later Middle Ages occurred: hermits were turned into monks. I he 

resultingg crossover between monastic and anchorite lif e is confirmed by the way these figures 

weree described in seventeenth century diaries. In August 1648, the roman lawyer Giacinio Gigli 

mentionedd an interesting but at first sight puzzling example of hermits resident within the walls 

off  Rome.M The small chapel of Santa Maria del Buon Aiuto. situated near San Giovanni in 

Fateranoo (tig.93). was the site a of murder which involved two hermits: 

Inn those days a strange event occurred, that a Hermit killed another hermit, his 

companion,, and then went to the Cardinal Vicar, and said that he had murdered his 

companion,, because he had been told to do so by the Holy Spirit, and he showed a hand-

writtenn note by the deceased which said that he left him as heir to all his belongings, 

becausee he had done him the favour of killin g him. This case happened in a chapel located 

t-- For the room in Isola del Firi. see chapter I. pp.52-55. 
""'' For the series of hermits by l'aul Bril commissioned by Borromeo. see Jones I 988b. and Jones 1W1. p.78. 



nearr the wall of Rome between San Giovanni in Laterano and Sanla Croc e in 

Gerusalemme.. where the body was found in the midst oflots of blood. He was put in jail, 

butt was eleared of the charge because of being mad/" 

Althoughh Gigli used the word romito. in reality the church of Santa Maria del Buon Aiuto was 

partt of the larger monastic community of Santa Croce. situated directK behind it. This complex 

hadd been inhabited since the later Middle Ages by the Cistercian Order, an offspring of the 

Benedictinee Rule striving altera more severe and secluded interpretation of monastic l ife/ ' Thus, 

thee two religious belonged to a regular Order and lived a life dedicated to incessant prayer and 

contemplation.""'' The main reason why Gigli used the word 'hermit' will have been rooted in the 

appearancee of these monks, their relative isolation, and their daily occupations: their habit and 

rulee reflecting their lif e of scverilv and penitence (fig.94). Tridentine reforms and the call for 

observancee led the Cistercians hack to their anchorite origins, which was noticed and interpreted 

ass such by lay observers/" 

Itineran tt  hermits in and around Rome 

Nextt to these 'domesticated' or coenobitic hermits, individual, or. if one prefers, 'real' hermits 

continuedd to be present in Rome and its campagnu. Although the phenomenon was restrained in 

thee late sixteenth century by regulations and prohibitions, it was not rooted out completely. 

Accountss in the Rpiscopal archives of Tivoli recorded the existence of independent hermits in the 

directt surroundings of the town until well into the nineteenth century/' They had to request the 

bishop'ss consent on their residence as well as on their autonomous status, for which licences were 

given.. In most cases, they were assigned the care over a rural chapel or church, where they had to 

assistt in Mass and keep the place tidv The rest of their time was supposed to be spent in prayer, 

orr reading edifying publications, 

;; Rir Giacinto Gigli. see Nussdorfer 1992. pp.109-] 14. and DB! 1%0-prescnt. vol.54. pp.673-674. 
Giglii  1994. vol.2. p.5/52: 'In questi giorni occorse un caso strano. ehe un Romito ammazzo un'altro Romito suo 

eompagno.. ct poi andö subito atrovare il ('ardinale \ ieario. et disse. die lui ha\e\a a in ma/zat o quel suo Compagno. 
perchee glie 1' haveva comandato lo Spiritu Santo, et mostro una Scrittura di mano del morto. die dieeva. die lo 
lasciavaa hcrede di tutta la sua Robba. perche gli haveva fatto carita di amazzarlo. Occorse questo caso in una 
("appella.. che sta nelle Mura di Roma tra S. (.iiovanni laterano. et Santa Croce in Gerusalern. dove tu trovato il 
mortoo eon molto sangue sparse. l;u costui niesso prigione. nm si giudica. die sara scusato per pazzo.' 
' ;; On the ( istereienser Order, sec l lekot 172! vol.5. pp.388-400 and DIP 1974-1997 vol.2, cols. 1 059-1 098 

Forr the church (or Oratory}  of Santa Maria del Buon \iuto. see Buchowiecki 1967-1974 sol.2. pp.521-^23: see 
Vrnieltinii  ! 042. p.989 and duide rionali di Roma 1 967-present. \ol.! 5.1. p. 18 for the dependence of this edifice on 
thee Cislercienser Order. 
""  See Helyot 1721 vol.5. pp..^90-39!. and DIP 1974-1907 \ol.2. cols. 1061 -1062 on die reform-movements in 
variouss Gistercicn congregations at the end of the sixteenth centurv 
''''  Ost 1971. p.21. I.ThK 1993-2001 vol.3, cols.558-559. Didionnaire de droit canonique 1935-1965 vol.5, eols.423-
4244 and Hersche 1999. p. 129. 

Seee (errero 1970. esn p ?09. lor ;i lî t nfhermiK in I ivoli h;*̂ e<i nn the Lpiscopa! archives. 
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Whilee in Tivoli and other dioceses Episcopal supervision over these hermits was 

consideredd enough to curtail the phenomenon of solitairy religious, the attraction of Rome for 

hermitss on pilgrimage posed a more complex problem which was addressed at several synods."™ 

Ass religious without monastic or confraternal affiliation were deprived of their customary shelter, 

theyy wandered around town begging for alms, a phenomenon that hindered secular and religious 

governmentt alike. The institution in 1587 of a special hospital for these hermits was the solution 

proposedd and realised by pope Sixtus V Peretti. The papal brief Cum nostrae ordered the Italian 

hermitt Albentio del Cetraro from Calabria to institute a refuge for the hermits visiting the city of 

Romee on pilgrimage. The aim was to 'avoid with zeal the danger for the health of the souls, and 

thee bad example and the scandal' which the vagabond solitaries represented.59 In 1591 this was 

confirmedd with the donation of a piece of land in the Borgo Pio near the Vatican, where, with the 

financiall  help of a number of Roman citizens, Albentio was able to build a small chapel and an 

adjacentt house.60 The situation of this complex close to the Porta Angelica, one of the gates to the 

Vatican,, led to the naming of this society as the Hermits of Porta Angelica.61 

Thee choice for Albentio as head of this community was by no means coincidental; as the 

documentss stated, he was a 'cleric hermit', or, in other words, a solitary religious who was 

ordainedd a priest, and thus obedient to the ecclesiastical authorities.6" It also meant that he could 

receivee other members into his congregation. In this way. control was regained over those 

religiouss who had cultivated the escape from ecclesiastical supervision. In other words, the 

hermitss were remodelled into something comparable to a regular Order, be it in this case only 

duringg the time they spent in the Holy City. 

Accordingg to the aforementioned papal brief of 1591, the primary task of this new 

religiouss community was to feed and lodge 'foreign hermits' for the period of eight days which 

thesee anchorites were allowed to spend in Rome. After this period, they were constrained to 

returnn home.1 Moreover, they had to carry a letter from the bishop or vicar of their place of 

originn to attest to the fact that they had asked prior permission to undertake the pilgrimage. That 

""""  The rules of" conduct tor hermit in the diocese of Sabina instituted during the episcopate ofGabriele Paleotii in 
15944 can be found in Const'ituiumcs Synodaies 1737. p.87f. See also Dictionnairc de droit ctimmique 1935-1965 
vol.5,, cols.420-421, and Sallmann IW2. p. 187. 
'' Ferrcro 1969 p.292: 'ad aniinarum sal it us periculum, ac perniciosurn exemplum et scandalum eni\c evitandum...' 
'' Ferrero 1969 p.294 gives the full text of this donation. 

""  Heiyot 1721 vol.8, pp.] 1 7-1 1 8 (with considerable lacunes). Ferrero 1970. pp.1 <><M<>.v. Dfl>  vol. v enis. I 18 VI 185. 
'""  Dictionrnn'rc de droit canoniquc 1935-1965 vol.5, col.4 1 9, 

Ferrcroo 1969. p.294: 'la quale potra acerescere et anipliare secondo il bisogno dell'escrcitio sua alloggiare per otto 
uiornii  soli, et non piii . Romiti forastieri. i quali vengono a Roma per visitare questi santi luoghi. purche portino letere 



thesee requirements and restrictions were not always obeyed can be concluded from the edict 

issuedd by Paul V in 1606. which forbade hermits to stay an> where else in the city of Rome, or 

begg for alms without written permission from the prior of the Santa Maria delle Grazie a Porta 

Angelica.. Any hermit present in the city of Rome was moreover constrained to go and stay in the 

housee erected b> Albentio del C'ctraro'. or otherwise was thrown in prison and subsequently 

banishedd from the city. To restrict them even further, the maximum stay was reduced from eight 

too seven days. " 

Probablyy as a result of these papal decisions, the Congregation of Porta Angelica proved a 

success;; hermits continued to flock to Rome during the early years of the seventeenth century and 

weree temporarih lodged by the congregation. In 1618. Angeio Maria da Genova was permitted to 

foundd a second hermitage, for stricter cultivation of the anchorite ideal: whether and where this 

wass realised is unknown. A few years before, abundant alms had facilitated a reconstruction oi' 

thee simple chapel into a veritable church. This had been dedicated to Our Lady of Graces, a 

referencee to the miraculous image of the Virgin that Albentio had brought from the Holy Land. 

whichh was placed on the altar of the new church. 

Att the same time, these papal briefs signalled problems arising with respect to the hermit's 

juridicall  position in relation to their attire.*' In 1638. for example. I Than VIM issued an edict 

whichh forbade hermits to wear the habit of the Third I'rancisean Order without express 

permissionn by the Superior of that Order.'1' This generic I'rancisean tertiary habit consisted of a 

simplee brown tunic with or without a cloak, obviously much resembling the usual clothing of the 

solitaryy religious.'1*  Apart from coincidental similarity, itinerant hermits probably dressed 

intentionallyy in this way to deceive authorities and the general public in order to obtain 

permissionn to beg for alms.*1' In an\ ease, the problem continued to exist, as a papal decision of 

16699 stated that the many hermits who had taken a habit without explicit permission were 

consideredd breaking the rules. This latter decree ordered all hermits in Rome to either lay down 

theirr habit, request sojourn in the convent at Porta Angelica, or. as was required at the end of the 

testimonialii  del suo Yescovo. ó Vtcario. nc *i possino prolungare il detto terrnine di otto giorni senza Jicen/.a scritla 
dii  Monsignore Yicegrente.' 
MM Ferrero 1969. p.295. 
'' ' For the church and convent, see Armell ini 1942. pp.975-976 and l.nmhardi 1906. pp..Vi0o61. 

:: <)n the status of the hermit in canonical law. see Gougaud 1 928. p.M'. Dulion/him- </< dr<>a i-anmuquc i ^ - W < o 
vol.5,, cols.412-429. esp. eols.4 15-421. and Sallmann 1992. p.185-186. 
"'' This edict of October 5. 1638 is in Hullanum Romanum 1857-1885 vol.14. pp.671-672. it wa*  followed only one 
monthh later by an edict issued hy Antonio Barberini on November 27. 16^8. in which disobedience to the former 
edictt was connected with severe punishment; see Ferrero 1969 p.297-299 for the texts of both edicts. 
'' t o r the habit ot the franciscan 'I'bird Order, see Helyot 1721 vol.7, p.217. 

' "" See Sallmann 1 <><)"> n 1X6-187 
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eighteenthh century in the case of permanent hermits - enter a Third Order, and thus become a lay-

brother.'""  In all options, some kind of profession was to be made, whether simple or solemn. 

Thesee papai directives and prohibitions on dress suggest thai the image of the solitary 

religiouss was constituted for a large part by his clothing, and indicated that this was a reasonably 

constantt factor during the seventeenth century. Almost throughout the entire Christian era the 

hermitt possessed certain visual characteristics, which made him immediately recognisable. Me 

wass a man of mature age and often of a robust constitution but emaciated body, and walked on 

baree feet, or else on sandals. He had a long (i.e. uncut) beard and hair, dressed in a habit of rough 

fabricc of poor quality or even made of leaves or other natural materials, which expressed the 

highestt ideal of poverty.72 In all cases, this covering would be held together by an equally rough 

cordd or a leather strap. Sometimes this dress was supplemented by a scapular, or a cloak, or a 

cappucciocappuccio similar to that of pilgrims - even though such additions were explicitly forbidden in 

papall  decrees between 1638 and the end of the eighteenth century, as these were considered 

characteristicss of the Franciscan and the Carmelite habits respectively. ' Descriptions of the 

itinerantt preachers at the beginning of the sixteenth century also referred to these characteristics, 

inn the first place the dress of sackcloth or even animal skin, pelle selvatica. In other respects, 

elementss of the hermit's clothing were also linked to the pilgrim: the uncouth appearance and the 

protectivee mantle: as has been argued above, many hermits were in fact pilgrims, in the spiritual 

butt often also in the real sense of the word. 

Objectss would heighten aspects of this image: the hermit could carry a stick referring to 

thee element of travelling or spiritual pilgrimage; a book, a wooden cross, or a rosary would point 

att devotional practices; or he could hold things that reminded one of mortification and penitence 

suchh as a skull, a whip, or chains.7'J These themes were most apparent in the imagery of the 

hermitt in literature and the visual arts, as they represented exemplary qualities. For the general 

""  DIP vol.3. co!.l248 and 1255. and Ferrero 1970. p.181: the edict is in ASV.Congr.Vis.Apost.7. Acta. Pars tenia. 
Ibls.l09r.-v... and Sallmann 1992. 

11 Female hermits were relatively few; women wanting to live a solitary religious lif e usually had themselves walled 
in:: on the difference in asceticism between men and women, see Weinstein Bell 1994. pp.155. 220-238. The ideal of 
thee desert was often used in the writings of female saints; see Petroff 1994, pp.1 10-1 36 on the influence of the Vihie 
PatPat mm on thirteenth-century women mystics. During the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, religious 
womenn were not allowed to live alone: too strict asceticism was dissuaded; see Sensi i 992. pp.20-21. An example of 
aa late medieval female saint turning her back to the monastic communitv and living a solitary life on her own is the 
Augustiniann nun Rita da Ca.->cia. >he was beatified in 1628; see Scaraffla 1986, pp. 184-185 for details on solitary life 
inn her hagiograpby. 
""  Nobile~i984, p.306-307 and Niceoli 1990, pp.94. 97. 

11 See the various decrees transcribed and published by Ferrero 1969. pp.298, 300. 319, 323. 
'' XieeoSi 1990. p.94. 

''' Reallexikon zur Jeutschen Kunstgeschichte 1933-present. vol.4, cols. 1020-1023, 
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public,, the combined symbols of mortification, detachment from this world and incessant prayer, 

weree exclusive signs of hermits, whether saints or still alive. The popular image of the solitary 

religiouss held the middle between the mendicant monk, the itinerant preacher and the pilgrim. 

Sant'Onofrio ::  the monk redressing as hermit 

Tridentincc rules led to a 'domestication' of the hermit in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 

centuries,, but also to monastic observance to the pristine Rules. These two tendencies could 

conflict,, when the Order in question had been the piuuuci of an earlier eremitic movement: this 

wouldd imply that the monks should return to the status of solitaries - which was impossible in 

reality.. The monastic community of Sant'Onofrio in Rome is a clear example of this 

phenomenon.. The anchorite life had been promoted by Pietro Gambacorta da Pisa, founder of (he 

community,, but the Hieronymite Rule later adopted by this group turned the group into a 

monasticc community. "1 o resolve the paradox which had arisen with the Tridentine call for 

observance,, a fresco-cycle in the cloister o\~ Sant'Onofrio presented the monastic sojourn as the 

necessaryy preliminary phase of eremitism. 

Thee convent of Sant'Onofrio in Rome was built in the first half of the fifteenth century on 

thee eastern slope of the Janiculinum Mil l for the Hieronymites of Pietro Gambacorta {fig.95).''* 

Thiss Italian Congregation of the Hieronymite Order originated from a loose community of devout 

menn around a Picmontcse hermit, living in premises comprising the church of San Salvatorc in 

Tennis,, in the centre of Rome.' Notwithstanding this urban location, these devout, not being 

boundd by an approved Rule, were considered hermits. In 1404 they were joined b\ Nicolo da 

forcaa Palena who organised them into a monastic community, obtained approval of their Rule in 

14466 and linked them lo the Congregation of Pietro Gambacorta. and arranged a new convent on 

thee Janieulum. just outside of the city. Between 1439 and 1449 the old church, now the Chapel of 

Sant'Onofrioo to the right of the church, was built.M' This first settlement probably consisted of a 

loosee conglomeration of buildings, still resembling hermitages. In the next half-century, when the 

monasticc rule was introduced, this complex was remodelled into a real monastery, with an 

enlargedd church, two cloisters, and communal refectory and dormitories. The historv of this 

DIPDIP I 974-1997 vol.3. col. 1256-1257. 
((ompareompare the ( onstiiulioni delli J- rati lire mid Ji S (iirnlumn. ( 'nn^n-ynUone dei iieum i'lef" da Pisa. Revisie, A' 

eorrctleeorrctle in Roma I'anno Iftl  4. 
ss Sajanello 1758-1762 vol.2. pp.4.1«M76. Caterhi 1858. pp.I2f. Huetler l.avagnino 1957. pp.5-7. Milana \atili 
1987.. and kuhn-Forte 1997. pp85l-927 |nr the congregation of the Hieronymites of B. Pietro da Pisa, see DIP 
1974-19977 vol.3, cols.1 192-1 193. 1204-1205. 

Forr San Salvatore in 1 hermis. see Huelsen 1975. pp.455-456. cat.no 42 
Secc Milana Natili 1987 tor a recent restoration-report cv, Sant'Onofrio and the oldest VuuUures of the compiev 
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communityy reflects the changes and restrictions on anchorite life, reorganised to resemble or 

becomee a normal monastic community. 

Inn accordance with the dedication of the church to Onuphrius. the lunettes of the cloister 

directlyy adjacent to the church were decorated with twenty-seven scenes that document his life 

(tlg.96).H!! Painters of this cycle were Vespasiano Strada and Claudio Ridolfi,8" The dating of 

thesee frescoes is between 1599 and 1601 on the basis of the inscription in the first lunette. This is 

confirmedd by archival material recording payments for the scaffolding. A payment to 
oo i 

Vespasianoo Strada was recorded in April 1601. but only for the angels between the scenes. 

Thee subject of the frescoes was, as the introductory inscription stated in Latin and Italian. 

thee 'life, death and miracles' of the hermit Saint Onuphrius, a descendant of the Persian Kings 

whoo lived in the Egyptian desert for sixty years (fig.97).83 The following scenes depicted in 

chronologicall  sequence the birth of the infant until the saint's death and burial in the desert. It 

begann with the devil's suggestion that the child carried by the queen was illegitimate, the 

followingg trial by fire to test this assumption, and the Christian Baptism of the newborn, who was 

carriedd by his father to the monastery in the Egyptian desert to be raised and instructed by the 

monkss (fig.98). 

Onlyy after this introductory section was the solitary lif e of Onuphrius in the desert 

depicted.. This showed the saint being instructed in the eremitic life by I lermeus and led to the 

grottoo where he could live (tig.99), and where he was ted for the first thirty years by an angel 

bringingg him loafs of bread, and subsequently by the fruits of a palm-tree. 1 he last quarter of the 

cyclee depicted how Onuphrius was found by the monk Paphnutius during his travels through the 

K11 Abromson 1981. pp.200-207 and Aronbcrg l.avin 1990, p.241. 
* :: [;or Strada see Thieme/Becker 1907-1950 vol.32. p.148. tor Ridolfi see Thieme/Becker 1907-1950 vol.28, pp.312-
3Li . . 
x '' On the attribution of this cycle much has been written; Titi.Bottari 1763. p.29 suggested that Cesare d'Arpino co-
operatedd in this cycle, or that Paul Bril was involved have been refuted; sec Abromson 1981. pp.200-207 and Kuhn-
fortee 1997, p.917. The suggestion made in 1638 by Celio that it had been 'Vespasiano dcllo Spagnuolo Romano' was 
followedd by Baglione and Titi . and in recent publications; sec Celio 1638 1967. p.43. Rocttgen 1973, p.52 suggested 
thatt the first four scenes had not been done by d'Arpino but instead by Mario Ganassini; a suggestion thai has until 
noww not been accepted. For the payments see ASR. Ord.RelAtase. Gerolamini, Conv. di S.Onofrio, b.3197: 'Filtrate 
eCseite'.. fol. 211 
''uu ASR, Ord.RelAlasc.Gerolamini. Conv. di S.Onofrio, b.3197. fol.269 recto [April e 1601|: 'A di 8 ho pagato set 
giulijj  a M.o D.nieo  1'ineollatura delli cherubini. ehe sono fra Si quadri, ne qaü. e dipinta la Vita di s. Honofrio nel 
Claustroo d. q.o nro. Mon.rio. e doi scudi ho pagato a ni, Vespasiano Strada Romano, c'ha dipinto d. Cherubini per 
quattroo scudi. de quali \i ha pagatu doi fra Tibcrio .seaglione da castello delce ferretrano sagristano t k> nolo in 
abbacoo solam.te la spera da me fatta.' 
^^ 'S. llonuphrii Regis Persarum Fili i Qui annos sexaginta occultus mundo solus in vasta Acgypti solitudine latuit 
VitaVita mors miracula Pieturis expressa anno iubilei MIX ' Restaur; 1682'. On Saint Onuphrius, see BS 1961-1970 
voll  .9. cols. 1 187-1200. 



Egyptiann desert. After having been told the story of the saints' life. Paphnutius took care of his 

burial,, witnessed the divine!) ordered destruction of Onuphrius' cave and well, and was told by 

ann angel to go back to his monastery to disclose this edifying account to his fellow-monks 

ffig. !!  00). 

Althoughh these frescoes seemed to follow a predictable chronological account of 

Onuphrius'' life, their order and content was not based on an established hagiographic tradition. 

Thee entry in the Acta Sanctorum of 12 June, published at the end of the seventeenth century, 

includedd three quite different versions, while the introduction by the editors negated outright the 

initiall  part on the saints' royal ancestry, birth and childhood, which was so prominently included 

inn the frescoes.*'' One reason for this vagueness might be found in the late arrival, at the end of 

thee thirteenth century, of hagiographic accounts on Onuphrius in the West.' f he I egemhi Aurca. 

thee medieval standard for artists and writers until the seventeenth century, did not contain his life: 

nott even Cavalca's Vite de'Scmti Padri offered the reader a life of this saint. No uniform version 

wass arrived at in the early modern period, due lo the variations in the Greek manuscripts and the 

differentt translations/8 Notwithstanding this variety, the episode of Onuphrius was always the 

mainn part of a frame-story, which had as its main character the monk Paphnutius. who travelled 

throughh the Kgyptian desert in search of the best form of religious life. Onuphrius was only one 

off  several hermits Paphnutius encountered along the way. 

Thee hagiographies of Onuphrius that appeared in print during the sixteenth and 

seventeenthh centuries continued to provide variations on the basic version, a number o\" which 

(especiallyy the descent from the Persian kings) were integrated in the painted cycle in the 

Sant'Onolrio.''1'' However, one particular detail does nut accord with any of the published 

accounts,, and that is the representation of the young saint being nursed by a hind after the 

presentationn of the child to the monks (fig. 101). According to the known sources, this deer fed 

thee baby during the trip through the desert until the arrival at the monastery, which means that the 

orderr of the frescoes in Sant'Onolrio contradicted these accounts, as well as being contrary to 

logic.. There is however one source that contained this very order and this was a fifteenth-century 

v':: 4 V P li.ine: 'Sed nihil est cur uatidea! \ucïor novo i!!o. Lit putal. UJCSJUIU. cum \ ere iuieum Ml opus, auüaeter 
inseiiequee con riet urn. quidquid de ortu & \ ita. ante ingressuni In eremum. libelto primo congeritur.' 

Onuphrius'' hagiography was imported together with the .VJ/ ,; I\it\iJi.si b> John Climacus; see C'iuerrini 1 99.v 
"̂ ^ fagnoni 1996. 
N;; ('assian praised Paphnutius as the progress train coenobitism to eremitism; see Rousseau 1978. p.) 79. 
" !! ! ives of Onuphrius were included in the publications of L.ippoinanus i 558 vol.6. fols.58r-6.ir. and other sixteenth-
centuryy collections such as Surius: examples of separately nuhlished hagiographies: of Otvjphriu;, from the 
seventeenthh century are Regio 1604. Ooppola 1 643. and Raoli 1705. 
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manuscript." " 

Thiss hand-written volume with the title Vita mors miracula S ' Honuphrij Regis Pers arum 

FiiiiFiiii  has been composed in a Renaissance hand, but also shows early-seventeenth century 

interventions.H^  ̂ The concordance between the inscription in the first lunette of the cloister and the 

titlee of this manuscript already points out their interdependence. In the text itself (written in 

Latin),, a number of brackets indicating the beginning of each new episode exactly match the first 

fourr scenes of the painted cycle. In Seicento handwriting, letters were retraced in brown ink; 

alterationss were introduced to heighten the legibility of the fifteenth-century text for seventeenth-

centuryy eyes. 

Onn the narrative level, the manuscript diverged from the hagiographic tradition. Firstly, 

thee account in the Vita mors miracula began immediately with the birth and miraculous 

childhoodd of Onuphrius. postponing the framing history of Paphnutius to the last third. In this 

way,, the narration was given a straightforward chronological order in which the theme of the 

searchh for perfection was replaced by an exemplary account of the saint's life. Secondly, the 

manuscriptt version described how after the acceptance of the child by the abbot, the hind 

continuedd to feed the child with its milk - the very element thai distinguished the fresco-cycle 

fromm all other known sources.93 This change of order was however not an arbitrary choice, as the 

authorr stated, because 'For ihi;, reason, the child ate not the meals of humans but almost yielded 

completelyy to the food of angels.' In other words, this scene heightened Onuphrius' ascetic and 

saintlyy status by stressing his abstinence from the common food of man already during his 

youngerr years. 

Neitherr were the narrative differences with the other known hagiographies coincidental; 

theyy were introduced with a clear concept in mind. The added importance given to the 

introductoryy part, on Onuphrius' childhood and his first years in the monastery, can be explained 

byy regarding the entire life of the saint as an exemplary process consisting of three steps. In the 

AA 1598 inventory of the library of Sant'Onofrio is in BAY.Lat.1 1292, fols.69r-75v; it only recorded printed 
editions,, however, not manuscripts. The same goes for two inventories of the monastery's library of 1784 and 1793. 
inn BNC.Mss.t-'ondi Minori.S.Onofrio.29 2 and 29 respccfkely. The inclusion of the manuscript in this same 
RNC.Fundii  Minori.S.Onofrio indicates that it formed part of the monastery's holdings at the end of the nineteenth 
century.. On the grounds of the striking coherence of this text with the fresco-cycle, it wil l be upheld here that it was 
alreadvv in S, Onotrio by 1 599. 
'""  'Vita mors miracula ...Quam Horatius Nardus inter Monast'. monuments ad inventam in bihhotheca asservari (...'. 
inn RNC.Mss.Fundi Minori S.Onofrio 95. 
'"'"  'Vita mors miracula'. fol.^v. 

11 'Vita mors miracula'. fol.3v: 'Puer quidem honotrius non humanis nutritus sed quasi angelicis pastus cunctis 
obedies.' ' 



firbt.. the protagonist leaves hî  worldly possessions behind, to enter a monaster) and dedicate his 

lif ee to God. In the second, he is taught the means and ends of the regular life, consisting of 

pravers.. obedience and the acquisition of virtues: the period o\' 'apprenticeship' with the hermit 

wass a sequence to this. Finally the apex of spiritual life, the solitary part, is depicted, culminating 

inn the M>U1 leaving this world to join its Creator. 

Thiss kind of compositional structure can be found in many Lives of the lathers, but the 

manuscriptt as well as the frescoes at SanfOnofrio simplified and highlighted these stages even 

more.""  The additions to the traditional story in the original Greek sources - childhood and 

monasticc lif e - and alterations in the narrative - sequential instead of a frame - balanced the tïrst 

twoo parts with the third, the sojourn in the desert. The new form adapted the source to the 

Catholicc monastic concept. a> v\ell as to the ideal.s of ascetic prayer and mystical contemplation. 

Al ll  three steps were clearly illustrated in the cloister of SanfOnofrio. one wall dedicated 

too each stage, and a fourth wall to conclude the story with Paphnutius' visit. The six scenes on the 

firstt wall narrated the miraculous birth and baptism until the arrival at the monastery: the second 

walll  depicted the years of spiritual formation. The scenes in the monastery - the miracle of the 

bread.. Onuphrius listening to the elder monks telling edifying stories - indicated the acquisition 

off  virtues and ascetic practice. The stories of hhjah and John the Baptist which were part of his 

spirituall  education (fig.°8) inspired him to leave the monastery at night, following a illuminated 

columnn in the sky that guided him through the desert to the cave of the (possibly archetypal) 

hermitt Hermeus. who would teach him the rules of solitary life.' The third wall showed how. 

afterr this apprenticeship, Onuphrius was read) to li\e in the desert on his own and taste the divine 

fruits.. The ultimate state, found on the same third wall, was that of the angel handing him the 

Hostt every Sunday. 

Afterr reaching this spiritual apex Paphnutius appeared on the scene, at the beginning of 

thee fourth wall. I le was told the edifying story of Onuphrius' life, buried him with the help of two 

Thiss analogy of the monastic lif e to the stepped ascent on the ascetic road was the subject of the treatise Scala 
f'aradisif'aradisi by John Clirnaeus. which traditionally was acccompanied by the hagiographv of Onuphrius; in fact, the 
iatterr was introduced into Western Hurope as a result of (he reception of the former Many editions of the Smla 
t'aradisit'aradisi appeared in the sixteenth century. See Gribomont 1 %0 and Peers I ^ I -1960 \ ol v p.?59. 

Neee Hliott 1487. pp. 51 -58 for the form of the 1'ita of Onuphrius. 
Itt is significant that the caption under the scene representing the sermon to Onuphrius about the desert saints uses 

'ammaestrare'.. signifying teaching: 'Honuphrius de vita solitaria sermone instituto bandem ampleeti deeiditS. 
hamaestratoo della vita solitaria quella si risolve abbraceiare ' The name of Hermeus is encountered twice in the AS. 
andd both times unrelated to Onuphrius: firstly in the hagiography of'Saint Finnus and other martyrs on \nril 6 ns 
onee in a iong iist ot names, and secondly in the Praeiermissjof May 1 ;̂ the derivation of the name from the word 
'hermit'' seems to indicate bis archetypical rote. 
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lions,, and was forced to return home after the death of Onuphrius. because the cave and the palm-

treee were destroyed by divine intervention (fig. 100).y8 Although he had found the perfect spiritual 

life,, he had to return to his monastery to prepare himself for the solitary life. This last scene also 

explicatedd that Paphnutius was to spread this edifying and exemplary story among his fellow-

monks,, as an angel appearing to him pointed him the way home. 

Bothh the text and the frescoes introduced a number of scenes that illustrated how 

Onuphriuss had not simply been a solitary saint, but had to go through the necessary stages to 

becomee a hermit. This was also the message to the viewer: the anchorite is the apex of a road to 

spirituall  perfection that can only be entered through the monastic gates. Hence, the monks living 

att that moment in Sant'Onofrio were not simply coenobitic dwellers, but aspired to a spiritual 

goalgoal beyond this world. Concentration on the spiritual aspect also intended that the hermit was a 

statee of mind: it was ultimately realised in the act of prayer. One could live in a monastery, and 

stilll  reside in the desert. 

Whenn in 1595, the sick poet Torquato Tasso (1544-1595) fled the papal court to 

Sant'Onofrioo to try and cure his mental and physical turbulence, he stated as his reason for doing 

soo not simply the fresh and healthy air on the slope of the hill . In a letter, he stressed this place as 

aa spiritual retreat suitable for preparing for his coming death: 

II  had myself transferred to this monastery of Sant'Onofrio not only because of the air 

whichh is recommended by the doctors more than any other in Rome, but almost to begin 

myy conversation with Heaven from this eminent place through conversation with these 

devoutt Fathers. 4 

Thee geographic setting of the SantOnofrio. outside of the walls of Rome on the Janicukim Hill , 

mirroredd the spiritual ideal of isolation and elevation. In 1600. Panciroli explicitly wrote in his 

descriptionn of the monastery thai the location seemed to have been made by nature to resemble a 

hermitage.. "" This external situation was a reflection of interior perfection; the decoration in the 

cloisterr made clear to the beholder thai these monks lived in a context that recreated as far as 

possiblee the real anchorite life, but still retained within it the limitations set hy the Tridentine 

Thee detail of the lions digging the saint's grave is a familiar motif in the l ives of desert-saints: it occurred tbr the 
firstt time in Athanasius' Life of Anthony Ah hot when Saint Paul the first Hermit was buried, and can also be found in 
thee hagiograpln of Saint Man of . and elsewhere. 

lassoo 1855. vol.5 nr.15^5. to Antonio Costantini. March 15M5: 'Mi sono fat to condurre in questo nuinistero di 
Sant'Onofrio:: non solo perchè l'aria è lodato da'medici. piü che d'alcun altra parte di Roma, ma quasi per cominciare 
daa questo luogo eminente, e eon la conversazione di questi divoti padri. la mia conversazione in cielo.' 



Councill  and the Catholic ecclesiastic reforms. One could he a hermit in the mind, as long as the 

monasticc context and ecclesiastical supervision were respected. 

Ephemerall  landscapes and theatrical hermits 

Apartt from being real or imaginary, hermits could also be impersonated - in the manner that 

characteristicss of their appearance and lifestyle might be copied not onl> for spiritual reasons, but 

withh other intentions as well. In the latter case, preachers to impress their audience used the 

exemplaryy function of the hermit. This was a more general phenomenon among Capuchins and 

Franciscans,, than in the other Orders.1"1 This was caused by their double inspiration from Saint 

Francis:: he had combined eremitic life with apostolic mission: and in imitation of him sixteenth-

andd seventeenth-century preachers appeared in public in the guise of hermits. 

Thee Franciscan monk Bartolomeo Cambi da Salutio (1557-1617) was a famous preacher 

inn his early years, and an important author of religious treatises in his later life."'" hike 

Bellarmino.. Cambi wrote books on the practice o\" meditation and contemplation during his 

spirituall  retreats, some of which were semi-permanent, lasting in some cases for a number of 

years.. These were not only undertaken out of his own free will : troubles with the ecclesiastical 

authoritiess necessitated that he withdrew from society at least twice. Notwithstanding the forced 

characterr of his seclusion, his lif e in these circumstances was obviously modelled upon the 

anchoritee lif e and for this and his books he became known among his contemporaries as 'il grande 

eontemplalivo'. . 

Camhi'ss sermons were so popular with the general public that the Inquisition and other 

authoritiess started to follow his tracks. After the incriminating discovery of a musical instrument 

inn his cell. Cambi retreated for a while to repent. Subsequently, he started to appear at the pulpit 

withh a large cross as a sign of penitence, which only increased public curiosity, and again caused 

suspicionn among ecclesiastical officials.1"1 A second retreat to Fonte Colombo was undertaken in 

aa grotto consisting of two spaces, one of which functioned as chapel and was dedicated to Saint 

Johnn the Baptist, while the other was called ParaJisetio or 'small Paradise', and served as a place 

forr his few moments of sleep and the more frequent acts of physical penitence. This grotto was 

onlyy accessible bv way of a rough ladder of oak-tree branches, heightening the effect of Cambi's 

('ancirolii  1600. p.639: Toi I'anno 1446 in Roma >opra di quesio monte. ch'e parete del (iianicolo. conic piü 
xommodamentee si dira alia vscina Chiesa di S, Pietro in Monlorio. e che dal la natura par tatto per un Fremo. ..' 
'' ; \ iceoli WW. p.99. 
'" ,, For Cambi, see Wadding 1806 vol.1. pp.36 and vol.2, pp.1 19-120. DS 1937-1994 vol ! , cols. I 264-1 266. Sarri 
1925.. and Treffers 199v pn 49-52. 
i"11 Treffers 1995. p.sO. 
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isolationn and remoteness from society.1" On the top of the mountain he also had a chapei 

constructedd that was dedicated to Mary Magdalene, and where he could retreat even further from 

thee inhabited world. There, and in genera! during the three years of his solitary sojourn. Cambi 

experiencedd regular raptures, which at a certain moment were evoked by the mere sight of the 

crucifiA.. or any other visual representation of a holy subject, such as prints of a saint '^ 

Itt also was here thai Bartolomeo's prophetic gifts became apparent, and he discovered his 

abilityy to read hearts. This brought him once again into conflict with the Inquisition, leading to 

hiss final retreat to the convent of San Pietro in Montorio on the Janiculinum Hill in Rome. Here, 

Cambii  organised another hermitage, this time consisting of a chapel situated in the garden of the 

monastery'' that he only left to celebrate Mass in the conventual church.116 After his death, his 

bodyy was buried in the Church of San Francesco a Ripa. further down the hill , first in the 

communall  tomb and from 1620 in a separate grave (fig. 102). The site of his grave was adorned 

withh a marble plaque with inscription paid for by Odoardo Farnese, and preliminary hearings for 

aa process of beatification were started.107 

Inn his appearance as preacher, Cambi had consciously utilised elements from the concept 

off  the solitary saint: physical appearance, solitary life, fervent acts of meditation, and grottoes set 

inn gardens or real nature. During his retreats to these hermitages, Cambi started to write 

devotionall  treatises on penitence and contemplation, in which these elements were promoted as 

elementss of the ideal devotional life. Like his sermons, these books were written to disseminate 

thee exercises of contemplation and prayer among the general public. The spiritual perfection he 

hadd reached by permanent seclusion and dedication to prayer, fasting and mortification made 

him.. in the eyes of his contemporaries, an ideal spiritual guide, securing his success in oratory 

andd writing alike. His most famous book, the Paradiso dei Contemplative of 1607 led the soul of 

thee reader to spiritual union with its Creator by means of a dialogue between the guardian angel 

andd the soul. This conversation took place during an imaginary pilgrimage along the 'road of 

contemplation'' to a city on top of a mountain, the latter a clear analogy for the Heavenly 

" :44 SeeSpila 1890-1896 vol. l.pp.632-633, and Irefters 1995. pp.50-51. 
Sarrii  1925. p.94: 'Fecc costruire sopra un monte, di faccia al Convento, una eappelluecia in onore di S. Maria 

Maddalena.. da dove spesso. sul eolmo della notte. nel fervore delS'estasi 'colla sua tonante e terribile voce' faecva 
risuonaree le sottostanti valli. e 1'eco sperdevasi nei piani della citta di Rieti. Non usciva mai dal suo tugurio. altro che 
quandoo 1'ubbidien/a gliclo eomandava. II triennio della sua drmora a Fonte Colombo si puö chiamare if periodo 
mistieoo Ji preterenza della vita del Nostro. Gli bastava vedere (p.98) rimmagine di un erocefissn o di qualche santo. 
aa cui si sentiva piu devoto. per essere astratto dai sensi per delle ore intiere ...' 
'"""  Sarri 1925, p.97. and Treffers 1995. pp.49-51. This site in the garden of San Pietro in Montorio had earlier served 
ass hermitage for Angelo del Pas. who died in 1596 in the odour of sanctity: see Treffers 1989 and Treffers 1995. 
pp.36.. 52. 



Jerusalem.. * Analogous with the material discussed in the previous chapter, real nature was 

presentedd by Cambi as a point of departure, visualising the concepts of beauty and order in this 

world,, which reflected divine omnipotence, providence and love. "'' 

Cambii  had many followers and admirers not just from the roman upper classes, also 

amongg the clerics. Farnese was one of them. The foundation of the funeral monument in the San 

Francescoo a Ripa by cardinal Odoardo. the dedication of the Paradiso dei Contemplathi to him. 

andd contemporary accounts reporting their meetings clearly attest to the warm relations between 

thee Franciscan monk and the cardinal.1" these contacts indicate that not only had Bellarmino's 

ideass as expressed in the Scala di satire of 1615 played a role in the concept of the Camerino 

deglii  Fremiti, but that these ideas had a much wider basis in the devotional reality of the earl) 

Scicenio.Scicenio. Cambi's example of retreating to hermitages, the exemplar) image of the hermit as the 

apexx of spiritual perfection, and the spiritual road through this world to the next were followed by 

farnesee on a temporary basis in his own artificial desert. As Cambi's books had been composed 

duringg periods of divine inspiration in a hermitage, this was also the designated place to read 

them. . 

Giacintoo da Casale in Piacenza 

Thee image of the hermit and the concept of the temporary- hermitage were further developed by 

anotherr famous preacher in the early Scicenio. Giacinto da Casale. In 1617. when Fanfranco was 

paintingg the Camerino degli Fremiti, this Capuchin Father, famous for his rhetorical abilities. 

preachedd the Quaresima in the city of Piacenza. part of the Farnese duchy, with great success. 

Indeed.. Giacinto's popularity was so great that, according to the ample description of a supposed 

eve-witnesss that was published the following year (fig. 103>. the inhabitants of the city implored 

himm to come back for the celebration of the Ouanmi'Ore as well, when he had suggested this to 

::'nn Sard 1925. p. 106. I refters 1995. p. I 30. Memchella 198 1. pp.58-59, 
11 "SeeSarri 1925. pp.275-282 
11 Cambi 1697. p.105: 'I .a prima \ ia di caminart' a questa contemplations è l'andare considerando tutte Ie cose 
createe che si vedono. odono. odorano. gustano. & toccano. con questi sen so esteriori di questo tuo eorpo. & cosi 
ridurree ogni cosa in Dio. & di tutto laudarlo. benedirlo. & rmgratiarlo sempre. & a questo modo ascende 1'anima alia 
contemplationee di Dio...' 

11 On the contacts between Cambi and farnese see Sarri 1925. pp.94-95: 'I 'amhasHnfnre -\rrigoni. ne!!a rdazione 
aliaa Corte di Mantova deH'arrivo del P. Bartolommeo a Roma, riferiva che tra i prelati andati a visitare il Padre, tu 
notatoo t'illustrissimo Mons. farnese. 'cosa. egli scrivc. che li.i dato materia di ragionare. parendo alia Corte che Sua 
Signoriaa Ilustrissima gli si sia inclinata molto.' Odoardo probably met with Cambi because of his brother's dedication 
too the preacher. 
; i ;; On Giacinto da Casale, known in the secular world as Giacinto Natta. see Dionisio Genucnse 1680. pp.249-244. 
Venanzioo da [.ago Santo 1886. Outhbert 1928 vol.2, pp.356-360. Porlogruaro 1942. and OS 1937-1994 vol.7, 
cols.. 1208-1209. On the effectiveness of the early modern Capuchin apostolate. see DIP 1974-1997 vol.2, cols.209-
">\">\  ^ resale's prcachinu in Piacen/.a is amplv described in Marchetti 1617. and in Poggiali 1757-1 766 VÜ' . I I . pp.6-9. 
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them.. They might have heard about the many conversions he had worked in the city of Brescia1 i_ 

-- or in other Italian cities such as Venice. Bergamo and Rome - and wished that their own town 

alsoo be re-christianised.1 li 

Byy then. Giacinto had already proved to them the effectiveness of his sermons; during the 

Lentenn period his words and example had turned the Piacentini into zealous devout, walking 

barefoott through the streets in order to pay for their sins, punishing their flesh by means of 

flagellation,, or with weighty chains impeding their steps and hurting their ankles and feet. Many 

off  them carried heavy crosses on their shoulders or had crowns of thorns on their heads, making 

thee city look like a new Jerusalem with hundreds of Christ look-alikes. No-one was able to hold 

backk their tears at the sight of this, cleaning their souls, as the flow of blood cleansed the streets 

off  the many sins which they had previously witnessed.11 

Thiss forthright display of religious zeal moved even the most hesitant spectators. Nobles 

startedd to dress in sackcloth as a sign of humility and offered their riches to Giacinto to be 

redistributedd to the poor. The report mentioned that even the hardest hearts were weakened by 

thiss call for spiritual renewal; not even the Devil himself might be able to withstand this 

miraculouss preacher. To exemplify this, the author of the account drew on the comparison with 

thee solitary saints who had successfully combatted Satan: 

Andd 1 would really rather call them rather ÏJevii than man. who were not moved at the 

appearancee in the pulpit of this face so devout and emaciated, that he seemed one of those 

ancientt hermits who came from the desert, or the woods; who would not have changed his 

mindd upon seeing this pious scene, upon the weakening of hearts, and so frightful 

detestationss of sin. upon criticising the vices, and the menace of rigorous castigation by 

God;; who, finally, would not be healed by hearing this clear, sonorous and penetrating 

voice,, upon those real and meaningful words, upon this stream of eloquence, this 

fulminatingg tone, upon those vivid reasons, which convinced each and every intellect. 

11""  T iii.s was described in the booklet entitled Le pemtenze di Brescia el i fruiti  ummirabili operuti da Oio Soslro 
SignoreSignore in qitella Ciita, Per le Prcdtche. c Sermoni fatti la Settimanu Santa all'Oratione delle Oitarant'ffore in 
ifif  ue I Ui iathedrale I'anno 1615. Dal revcrendo Padre hra liiacinto da Ca.sale Predieator ( apuceino. Dedicata alii 
SerenissimiSerenissimi di Baviera. Milano 1615. 
" '' A number of accounts and sources on Ciiaeinto da Casale's preaching can he found in / Frati Cappuccini 1988 
vol.2,, pp.477-480 on his success in Rimini in 161 8. p.485 tor an account of 1615 in Brescia, and pp.4*J9-50.i on his 
preachingg in Venice in 1614. 
!!  l_1 A long description of this is given in Marchetti 1617. tbls..*v.-4r. 



vestedd in the zeal of'God. animated by the ardour of the Holy Spirit... " 

Thee above description clearly pointed out that Fra Giacimo worked upon his audience not only 

bvv means of words but just as much through his appearance. The anchorite characteristics 

transmittedd to his audience the penitential kind of life that these figures were supposed to lead, 

andd by means of which they were victorious over the Devil and his temptations. This example 

wass to be followed by the citizens of Piacen/a. who. as indicated above, appeared in sackcloth 

andd barefoot as an external sign of their inward conversion and penitence. Penitence by means of 

flagellationn was not to be done in public, however, as this was considered indiscreet. Penance 

appliedd to the members of the lower and middle classes was done in the choir of the church, and 

>oungg nobles could gather together three times a week in a sahme of the hpiscopal palace, where 

theyy would 'discipline' themselves after a short edifying talk by Casaie."' In other words, each 

sociall  group was offered a suitable 'retreat' for the act of penitence, in accordance with decorum. 

Whenn the decision was made that Giacinto would remain in Piacen/a for the celebration 

off  the Quarant'Ore. he urged all citizens to prepare themselves spiritually for this occasion by 

meanss of the Sacraments of Confession and Communion, because 'in a very clear mirror the rays 

ofof Divine Grace would impress themselves the most'. For Piacen/a to divert the wrath of God. 

likee a second Ninive. it would he required to show outward signs of its pious intentions: the way 

inn which the devout would come to the Adoration of the I lost would not be prescribed, but should 

bee inspired by the Holy Ghost and by all means express soberness and modesty. The perfect form 

expressedd the deepest humility: thus, many nobles appeared dressed in sackcloth, in imitation of 

thee preacher and his own example, the hermit. 

Apartt from these admonitions to individuals. Casale spurred the citizens into action lor 

thee necessary preparations for the ceremony of the Ouanmt'Ore. Brotherhoods would organise 

Marchettii  1617. tol.4r: 'L veramente io chiamarei piu tosto Demonic, che hucmc. chi nó si fosse mosso al 
comparirr in pulpito di quella faceia lanto divota. e macilenta. che pareva uno di quelli antichi Anaehoriti. che venisse 
(ialt'heremo.. e dalle selve: chi non havesse mutaio pesiero nel veder quell'aspeUo tanto pietoso. nell'addolcire i eucri, 
ee tanto terribile nel detestare il peccato. nel riprender i vitjj . e nel minaceiare rigorosi casttghi di Die: chi fmalmente 
fossee state saldo a quella voce chiara. sonora, e penetrante, a quelle parole pesaiUi. e proprie, a quel flume 
d'eloquenza.. a quel tuono fulminante. a quelle ragioni tante vive. che convincevano qual si voglia intelletto. vestite 
dell  zelo di Die. animate dell'ardor dello Spirito Santo...' 

:: Marchetti iOi 7. lbi.-U: X rebbe tanto inlin dai principle li fer\orc di spirito. massime in mo hi giovani nobiii. che 
nonn solo eon fermi propositi abborri\ano i peccati: ma essendo ansiosi sentpre piu d'assomigliarsi al ( rocetisso 
Signore.. bramavano anchessi di crocefiggere. e mortiricare ia carne propria: onde tre \oite alia settimana. ad una 
uie/'horaa di notte. si radunavann in un gran salone del Vesanato circa a 250 quasi tutti giovani nobiii. e titolati. ove 
animatii  dal l\ Predicatore con tin sermencino d'un quarto d'hora. a risolversi una volta d'esser veri soldati di Christo, 
ee di seguirlo al la lvano co la ( roce del la penitenza. e mortifiealione facevano una buona diseiplina.' 
1'' Marchetti 1617 fo!,6v: 'quasi die in ümpiJinsimo speech io mcglïo s'i mpnn lessor K> i raggi del la Dn inn giaita'. 
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processionss going to and from the church at fixed hours.'1' For each of those groups the friar 

wouldd hold a sermon to inspire the necessary zeal in the audience that was kneeling in front of 

thee ciborium with the consecrated Eucharist, the Body of Christ. The setting of this reliquary 

wouldd moreover be decorated at the expense of the canons of the cathedral, and constructed with 

somee haste.I2n Obviously, shortcomings in quality did not affect efficacy. 

Thee nave of the church was hung with dark draperies along the walls to heighten the 

visuall  impact of the apparatus itself that was located on the side of the entrance, opposite the 

altar.. The chronicle suggested the all-pervasive impression of the ephemeral display within the 

environmentt of the church. In comparison with other known apparati for the Forty-Hours prayer 

inn Rome, the use and significance of biblical landscape in Piaccnza might be called a strikingly 

neww invention.121 The eye-witness account discussed the relation between its appearance and 

functionn at length: 

Itt was a devout, beautiful and very noble apparato: but that which counts the most, was 

thatt it envisaged materially that which it should express spiritually. Thus, in all the 

breadthh and width of the nave of the lower part were certain mountains and hills, above 

whichh the castle of Bethlehem could be discovered on the one side and that of Nazareth 

onn the other; furthermore in the middle, which was left free immediately above the Altar, 

thee city of Jerusalem was found, where ii seemed that Heaven was united with the earth, 

andd God descended to unite Himself piously with us. This Glory was so beautifully 

situatedd in perspective, that for the splendour of the hidden lights, which were more than a 

thousand,, the artistry, as well as for its proportions, it resembled the Heavenly Reign 

itselff  Gradually one discovered within the Heavens the distinct choirs of Angels, the 

Seraphs,, the Cherubs, etcetera. Penultimate ... were the Angels with the Sacred mysteries 

off  the Passion. And in the last ... together with other angels, on the right hand side the 

Gloriouss Saint Carlo [Borromeo]. and on the other side the seraphic Saint Francis, 

lifesize.. turned in the act of adoration towards the Holy Sacrament. The King of Heaven 

wass displayed in the midst of all the heavens, with great majesty, held up by two Angels 

!;**  Marehetti 1617. fol.6v.: 'la diligen/a di vinti Cavalieri prineipali. Marehesi, Conti, c (jentiihuomini della Citta, 
qualii  (eletti dal Padre) vestiti di sacco...' 

11 ' Such assistance by lesser brotherhoods in the celebration, rather than taking up the entire organisation, was also 
usuall  in other occasions: see Black 1989, p.90. 

""  / i'rati  Cuppuccini 1988 vol.2, pp.185-186 repons about the re-use of the ephemeral theatre made in Rimini in 
1615:: these were probably related to the memory of this important event in the history of Piaceu/a. and the reverence 
thatt the Piaccntini kept for Ciiacinto at least until 1621; see Potibiali 1757-1 766 vol. 11, pp.7-9. 



abusee a small painting, of which one could not discover where it was fastened, they 

showedd it [the Host] holding it up in the air. and sustaining it with the utmost reverence in 

theirr hands, in the act of handing it over to us. and inviting us to run towards Him. and be 

securee of'His divine Mercy. In the lower part, where the city of Jerusalem ended, was the 

Altarr ... all together it represented Mount labor during the Transfiguration of the Lord, 

andd where the earth matched the Heavens, it demonstrated a most serene lace of 

Paradise., !" " 

Inn other words, the apparalo showed an extensive landscape with three cities placed in a triangle: 

onn the lower side that of Bethlehem and Nazareth, the sites of Christ's life on earth, and above it 

thatt of the Heavenly Jerusalem, where he went after his Resurrection. Inbetween. the image of 

[[  Us death on the Cross, the I lost, functioned as centre and link between them. 

ii  his evocation of the theatrical ensemble not merely evoked the overwhelming effect 

uponn the beholder, but it also stressed that the viewer was supposed to become involved in the 

actionn by the very effectiveness of the design. He was invited to enter the landscape with their 

eyess and thoughts, in order to become a witness to the Transfiguration of the Lord - which was an 

argumentt for the defence of the Dogma of the Transubstantiation of the Lucharist. In that 

landscape,, angels advanced towards the beholder with the intention of handing it over to him. 

Thee beholder should nol wait to receive it. however, but should 'run towards it' - in other words, 

enterr the landscape with eyes and mind. 

Byy this act of spiritual conversion expressed in painting and sculpture, the Piacentini 

Set;; Weil 1974. Imorde 1947. pp.89-109. and fagiolo deli'Arco 1997. tor comparative material on the Roman 
stage-designss for the Quarant'Orc in the seventeenth century: see especial!}  Fagiolo deli'Arco 1997. pp.1OF102 for 
thee use of natural settings in church, which only came about around the middle of the seventeenth century. 
: ""  Marchetti 1017. fol.7r: 'In tanto il C'apitolo de'Signori Canoniei del Duomo. con pronte/za. e liberalita singolare. a 
suee spese. e di motive proprio haveva nel fine della Chiesa, alia porta maggiore. in prospettiva del Chore tatto 
fabricaree un spatioso paleo con sontuoso apparato. ove havessc da collocarsi il Santissimo Sacramento, e trattencrsi 
daa una parte il Padre Predicatore per far i Sermoni. e dall'altra la musica. Kra divoto. vago. e nobilissimo 1'apparato: 
maa quel che piu importa, situato in modo tale, che a punto materialmente figurava. quel che spiritualmente seguir 
doveva.. Fra düque in tutta i'ampiezza. e larghezza della nave parte inferiore con eerie monlagne. e colline. sopra 
dellequalii  si scoprivano il Castello di Betlemrne da una parte, c dall'altra quelle di Nazarette: nel mezzo poL che 
restavaa immediata sopra I'Altare. si scopriva la Citla di Gierusalemme. onde pareva. che il Ciclo fosse unito con la 
terra,, e Dio discendesse ad unirsj pietosamente con noi. Questa Gloria era in si bella prospettiva situata. che. e per i 
splendorii  de iumi nascosti. che piü di mille erano. e per 1'artc. e proportione. rassembrava 1'istesso Cielo Fmpireo. 
('iradatamentee ne'Cieli si scoprivano i rhori Angelici distinti. i Serafmi. i Cherubini. &c. Nel penultimo ... >tavaih> 
giii  Angeii con i santissirni misterij della passione F nefultimo ... insieme con altr'Angeli. dalla parte destra i! 
Gioriosoo S, ('ark>. e dalla sinistra ii Seraftco Padre San Francesco, grandi al naturale. che in atto d'adoratione erano 
rivoltii  verso il Santissimo Sacramento. Stava il Re del Cielo esposto nel me/./o di quei ('ieli tutti, con gran maesta. 
sostentatoo da due Angelini. che sopra d'un quadrettino. che non si scopriva punto. ove losse appoggiato. mostravano 
dii  tenerlo in aria, e di sostentarlo con grandissima riveren/a nelle lor mani; in atK) di purgerlo a noi. e J'invitarci a 
eorrerr a lui. e farci arditi. e sicuri della sua divina miserieordia: A basso poi. ove terminava la Citta di Gierusalemme 
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wouldd behold the real world as the spot where the body of Christ had been transfigured into its 

Divinee appearance, and at the same time perceiving it as Paradise located at the intersection of 

thee real and the Heavenly world. The Host was placed here to stress its function as intermediate 

betweenn heaven and earth, the link between Christ and the Church. His donation to the devout, 

andd as proof of his double Presence. Or, stated otherwise, the landscape turned into Paradise by 

interventionn of the Host coming down from Heaven, granting spiritual enlightenment to the 

receptivee audience as well. 

Thee concept of uniting the material world with Heaven was also stressed in the liturgical 

andd oratorical events. After the Eucharistie Mass - at which Giacinto appeared with a rope around 

hiss neck and a crown of thorns on his head, signs of penitence and mortification *" - the Host was 

carriedd in procession to its allocated place in the ephemeral apparatus, and the Adoration started 

withh a sermon by Fra Giacinto. His appearance was, as in the earlier occasion of the Quaresimcu 

calculatedd to be at least as impressive as his words. One detail had intentionally been left out of 

thee above description of the apparatus, which suggests that it was intended to create an effect of 

surprisee for the viewer as well as for the reader. The account of the start of the Adoration related 

that t 

onn the right side a beautiful and devout music began, and when this was ended, the Father 

leftt from the left side, where, in between some slopes of the above mentioned scenery, 

wass a lifelik e horrid grotto, with a Crucifix in his hands. 

Casale'ss appearance resembled contemporary paintings of hermits and drew upon the familiar 

iconographyy of the cave in the landscape and the hermit with the crucifix. Indeed, the perception 

off  the chronicler was that the Father now appeared to be more an Angel than a human being, and 
11 ^ S -

thee heaven-sent quality of his sermon was no doubt increased by this visual trick, ~ The lact that 

thiss Capuchin seemed to live in a cave made his admonitions about the forth-coming end of the 

worldd and the advice on a better spiritual life the more authoritative to his audience, as much as 

hiss anchorite image during the preparatory sermons of the Quaresima inspired his audience to 

actss of penitence and prayer. 

eraa I'A I tare. [,..| tutto insieme rasscmbrava il monte labor nella Tras figurations del Signore. ove la terra aceordala 
co'!!  Cielo. mostro una serenissima faccia di Paradise.' 
"'' Marehetti 1617. ful.7v: 'II giorno del If Palme dunque su le 21. Hore. ievö Monsignor IiiL]>tiissimo dalla Capella 

solitaa il Santissimo Sacramento, e seguito prima dal Padre Predicatore seafw. con grossa tune al collo, coronato di 
spinee in testa. & una gra Croce in mano (vivo ritratto di mortirleattonc. e di penitèza)...' 
1:11 Marchctti 1617. tol.7v: 'dalla parte destra s'ineomineió una bella, e divota musica. laqual finita usci il Padre dalla 
bandaa sinistra, ov'era al vivo, tra certi dirupi aspri. un'horrida grotta. ncll'habito sudetto. con un ( rocifïsso in mano.' 

Marchcttii  1617. Ibl,7v: 'con aspetto pin Angelico. die humano...' 
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Ass the account of these miraculous weeks in the history of Piacen/a claimed, this 

impressionn was consciously developed b> Casaie. and derived from the Capuchin Order to which 

hee belonged. Their simple brown habit, the sandals in which the\ walked, and the rigid 

prescriptionss on food, morals and devotional exercises were inspired by the image of the solitary 

Saintt Francis.1" As has been discussed before the general public took these characteristics as 

constituentss of the hermit's image, especially in conjunction with the setting created for the 

(Juarant'Ore(Juarant'Ore in Piacenza. In this ephemeral setting, landscape was recreated as the place for 

penitence,, the act which would turn the hostile natural surroundings into a new Paradise. Ine 

hermitt present in it spoke to the people, admonishing them to do the same: turn the world into a 

reflectionn of its creator, and recreate through the act of prayer this valley of tears into a spiritual 

Paradise. . 

00 asale's grotto and the Camcrino degli Fremiti 

Cardinall  Odoardo barnest was aware of this episode in Piacenza. its preacher and the ephemeral 

landscape,, and for this reason it can be assumed that the concept of the Camcrino degli Fremiti, 

decoratedd in the very year of the Piacentine event, was related to it. Firstly, he was cardinal 

protectorr of the Capuchin Order to which Casaie belonged, and the troubles into which the monk 

rann during these same years must have been communicated to the cardinal.'~ Other preachers of 

thee same Order, such as Mattia Bellintani da Saló. were held in great esteem by Cardinal 

Odoardoo and protected by him."x Secondly. Odoardo's brother Ranuccio was Duke of Piacen/a. 

andd for that reason will have been informed of the impact of Casaie upon its citizens: apart from 

thiss administrative connection, the Duke and his wife Margherita Aldobrandini had a special 

venerationn for Casaie and built a new convent tor the Capuchins in Fontevivo."~v Marchetti's 

descriptionn even mentioned the prior approval of the event by the Duke as expressed by sending 

soldierss to Piacenza to organise the crowds of people in the town.1" After his brother's death in 

1621.. Odoardo became regent of the duchy and might have seen the structure built for the 

: ; :: Melyot 1721 vol.7, ills. 1.1. 14. 
'""  Famese is called protector of the Capuchin Order in a letter of 1623 from general Miehele da Bologna to the 
cardinal,, in ASP.Cart.Famesiano e Borbonieo Fslerno. h .419. 1 or the troubles, often with political overtones, into 
whichh Carafe ran as preacher, sec / I'raii  Cüp/rtiLLiüi. !0S8 wi\.2. pp.499-50.1 and Campagnoia 1969. p.84. 
" kk On the relation between Mattia Bellintani and the circle of Odoardo i arnesc. see OS 1937-1994 \oi . l . cols.1 o > 
11 0 7. 
""  ' lor the contacts between Ranuccio famese and the Capuchin Order and the foundation of Fontev ivo. see Mussini 
1912.. pp.93-97 and ('ampagnola 196ft. Campagnoia 1969. Massari 1990. ibis. 14 sv-l 44r. and Lingo 1998. p.67. 
'' "' Marehetti 1617. fol.Ov: '& accioehe per la continua calca di gente. e'l gran concorso del popoio. non succedesse 
malee alcuno: otto yiorni inan/i haveva Sua Ahe//a Sereni^ima. con molto /,e!o ordinato. ehe nella piazza del 
Duomoo stesse un eorpo di guardia di trecento soldati cofnjtinuamente.' 
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occasion,, as it might very well have been preserved in the cathedral. '! Thirdly, the publication of 

thee eye-witnesses' account was dedicated to cardinal Odoardo by the publisher (fig. 104).ij " The 

ephemerall  grotto built in the cathedral of Piacenza early in 1617 was most probably an important 

sourcee of inspiration for the Camerino degli Fremiti, either through the written account of it, or 

possiblyy by means of the apparato itself 

Thee three elements combined in the Piacenza apparato - the Quarant'Ore, the landscape-

andd the hermit - all coincided with the themes of decoration in the Camerino as constructed for 

Cardinall  Odoardo. Firstly, Saint Paul the first Hermit and Saint Anthony Abbot receiving the 

heavenlyy Bread, Benedict in his cave, and Saint Mary Magdalene pointed towards the Fueharist; 

andd in the centre of the ceiling, Christ himself turned earthly bread into His Body after his retreat 

intoo the Desert and the Temptation of the Devil. As in Piacenza cathedral, in the Roman 

Camerinoo the Saviour himself was centrally positioned as mediator between Heaven and earth, 

andd in the double form of His human and Eucharistie guise. These two levels coincided, when the 

brotherhoodd of the Orazione e Morte staged the monthly Ouarant'Ore. The image of the Saviour 

inn Fanfranco's decoration was then enhanced by with His real presence on the altar. 

Secondly,, in concordance with the description of the Piacenza theatre, the natural setting 

inn the Camerino helped Farnese to transport his mind from this world to the next. Analogous to 

thee luad of meditation described by BeÜarmino in his Scala <H valirp. the natural setting in 

Piacenzaa was devised as a real location that should be transgressed mentally by the beholder, in 

thee form of a spiritual pilgrimage. But where Beilarmino had refrained from presenting the 

ultimatee goaf the Triune God, in the form of a tangible or even visible simile. Giacinto da Casale 

placedd the Host centrally as destination of the voyage, where the soul of the devout would be 

transformed.. It was the double nature of the Body of Christ as present in the Fueharist which 

helpedd turn the world into the semblance of Paradise, the recreation of the Valley of tears after 

thee Fall of Man into the Heavenly Jerusalem. 

Thirdly,, the hermit in Casale's landscape look on added significance in comparison with 

' :: / f-'niti ('appuccini 1988 vol.2, p.4X5. indicates that such ephemeral structures were indeed often preserved and 
reused:: '1619. 24 marzo. Fu in mezzo alia rotonda del duonio veechio f'atta i'esposizione de! Yenerabiie per le 
Quarantore.. dal Padre fra Paolo Maria d'Asti cappuccino predicator tamoso, all'istessa nianiera die fè pure il padre 
fraa Giacinto Natta 1'anno 1615; e eon 1'iste.sso richissimo c nobillssimo apparato. facendo esso pure li sermoni a tutte 
Tore...' ' 
''""  Marchetti 1617. to 1.3 \: 'In ogni easo son sicuro. che vedendovi in fronte il tamoso nonie di \\ ostra j Sjignoriaj 
IHustrissimaa & Reverendiss[imaj egli s'aequetara iaeilmente. & io haveró trovata opportuna oeeasione di 
guadagnarmii  un nuovo Patrone. al quale humilmente dedieando queste primitie della mia divotione e servitü 
pregheröö continuamente dalla Bonta Divinia quelle piü vere grandezze, ch'ella tanto stima e desidera. Di Brescia li 5. 
Agostoo 1617. D.V.S. Hlu.striss[issiino] & Reverendiss[imo] Humilissimo servo Francesco Marchetti ' 
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Bellarmino'ss use of the figure in his Scala di satire: where the latter took the type as an example 

thatt personified the apex of contemplation, the former turned it into a person directed towards 

andd advising his audience. The hermit was. for his very perfection, also the perfect teacher. In 

doingg so. Casale obviously drew on the image of the anchorite as a prophetic and spiritual 

advisor.. Me also elaborated upon literary sources, for example in Richeome's Le pelerin de 

I.orete.I.orete. In an aside to the main argument of Richeome's manual, a hermit told the three travellers 

aa story of a city situated in the midst of the earth and its counterpart in Heaven, as a comparison 

off  the choice between the two roads of life."'' Casale. Cambi da Salutio and man\ others 

exploitedd this double image of the hermit as spiritual advisor and living example in their writings 

andd in their public appearances, and in the context of the Camcrino degli Fremiti the hermits 

functionedd not only as images of the destination, hut as incentives of the road to take. 

Onn a fourth and last le\el. Casale and Cambi to\ed with the relation between the real and 

thee imaginary: they were not factual, but simulated hermits. Although they posed as solitaries, 

theyy still belonged to monastic orders. As has been argued above, in the sixteenth century the 

anchoritee had become an ideal at odds with contemporary reality. While the solitary-' religious 

figuree was held in general esteem for reason of his ultimate choice of leaving this world in 

preparationn for the next by the complete dedication to prayer, the result of this retreat was often 

antisocial,, and in glaring contrast to the Tridentine regulations on supervision. While at 

Sant'Onofrioo the cycle of paintings was used to resolve this paradox by postponing the anchorite 

stagee to an almost unattainable future, the hermitages set up by Casale. and to a iesser extent also 

byy Cambi. were structures intended for limited periods of retreat. 

Thee decoration of the Camcrino degli I t i transformed these retreats into a temporary 

practicee lasting no more than a numher of hours and done at convenient moments. Such limited 

durationn necessitated a maximum of effectiveness, which was attained by Lanlfanco's artistic 

ingenuity.. 'I'o paraphrase the words used by Passeri. upon entering the Camcrino. Farnese would 

bee temporarily shifted into another reality. There, he would be able to imitate the example of the 

hermitss in attaining spiritual perfection, by turning this world into an image of celestial Paradise. 

Byy looking at the landscapes, he was mentally transported to these places, finding himself in 

ultimatee seclusion that offered him the perfect plu ĉ for the practice of meditation. 

Thee theme of the Ouarani'i )n> lined into this context tor the same reason: it presented the 

1 ' '' Richeome 1 628 vol.2, pp..^25-327: earlier examples of hermits explaining the choices in lif e occurred fnr example 
inn (Hi AsoUitu by Pietro f^ernho and the Orlando l'urio<<o  hv Ariosto. On the imagery of the two roads in painting. 
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Divinee not only in the form of nature, but also directly in the guise of the consecrated Host. The 

Camerinoo degli Eremiti presented the Eucharistie presence as the second focus for the part-time 

solitary7,, and the recipient of his prayers. Eanfraneo's decoration directed the contemplative 

personn along the road of allegory, consisting of several stages, towards a visibly attainable aim, 

thee physical presence of God on thii earth and the ultimate conversion of the sou! in its Creator. 

Thee goal was thus fixed from the start. By means of ephemeral evocation, the pitfalls of eremitic 

realityy were avoided while the positive aspects could be preserved and imitated. In the Palazzetto 

Farnese,, one room was especially created to direct the mind and thoughts of the beholder to an 

approvedd devotional practice by means of ingenious artifice. Through the application of art. the 

hermitt was domesticated and the hermitage had become a part of urban dwellings. 

seee l-alkenhurn 1988. 


